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j detachment set off at a gallop.

The cord which tied Michael Strogoff,
gnawed by blm. broke at an unexpectIts rider, half
After having crossed the little river ed flash of the horse, and
a quick run,
of Biriousa the klbltka reached Blrlou- drunk, carried away In
slnek on the morning of the 4th of Sep- did not even perceive it
found
tember. There, very fortunately. Nich- I Michael Strogoff and Nadia
themselves alone op the road.
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-ICHAEL STROGOFF and
Nadia had left SemllowI skoe about two hours

I

when

Michael

suddenly.

"Without a soul on It," replied Nadia.
"Do you not hear some noise behind r

"Truly."

"If these are the Tartars, we must
hide ourselves. Look well."
"Listen, Michael!" replied Nadia, ascending the road, which diverged bo me

paces to the right
Michael Strogoff stopped an Instant
alone, stretching his ears to listen.
Nadia returned almost '-nmedlately
and said:
"It Is a vehicle. ▲ young man Is lead-

ing it"

"He is alone?"
"Alone."
Michael Strogoff hesitated for a moBent. Ought he to hide, or ought he,
on the contrary, try the chance of finding a place in his vehicle. If not for
himself, at least for her? For himself,
be would be content to rest bis band
on it and would push when needed, for
his legs were far from falling him, but
he felt that Nadia, dragged on foot

since the passage of the Obi—namely,
for more that eight days—was at the
end of her strength.
He watted. The vehicle arrived sooa
at the turn of the road.

It was a very dilapidated vehicle,
ible to hold a\ most three personawbat Is called in that country a kibltka.
The kibitka Is usually drawn by three
horses, but this one was drawn only by
une horse, with long hair and a long
tall, but its Mongolian blood affirmed

strength and courage.
A young man conducted It having
□ear him a dog.

Nadia at once saw that this young
Russian. He had a sweet
ind phlegmatic appearance which Intuan was a

spired confidence.

Moreover, he did not appear to be In
He walked with a
the least hurry.
iiuiet step In order not to overdrive his
boree, and to see him one could never
hare believed that he was following a
route which the Tartars might cut off
it any moment.

Nadia, holding the band of Michael

Strogoff,

stood on one side.

The kibitka stopped, and the driver
looked at the young girl, at the same
time smiling.
"And where are you going In this

rash ion?" he asked her as he looked
pleasantly round.
At the sound of bis voice Michael
Strogoff said to himself that he had
beard It somewhere, and without doubt
It was sufficient to cause blm to recthe driver of the kibitka, fer bl·

ognize

race at once became serene.
"Well, now, where are yon going7"
repeated the young man, addressing
himself more directly to Michael Stro{on.
"We were going to Irkutak," answered the latter.
"Oh, my good man, do you not know,
then, that there are many, many verati

between this and Irkutsk?"
"I know it"
"And you are going on foot?"
"On foot"
"As for you. If· all right but the
miss?"

"Bue is

my sisier," uiu

bkuki ouv

foff, who thought It more prudent to
live tbls name again to Madia.
"Tee. your sister, my good man. But,
believe me, she will never be able to
reacb Irkutsk."
"Friend," replied Michael Strogoff as
be drew near, "tbe Tartars bave robbed us, aud I bave not a copeck to offer
thee, but if you will take my sister
near you I will follow the carriage on
foot I will run If It be necessary and
•rill not delay you one hour."
"Brother," cried Nadia, "I do not
irlsh It! I do not wish Itl 81r, my
brother is blind Γ
"BlindΓ' said the young man In a

voice moved with emotion.
"The Tartars have burned out his
eyes!" answered Nadia, stretching out
ber hands as though t· Implore pity.
"Burned your eyes? Oh, poor, dear
1 am going to Krasnoiarsk.
man I
Well, now, why do you not mount with
four sister into the klbltka? In sitting
l little closer we shall hold each other
to
αρ. Beside·, my dog will not refuse
In orro on foot Only I do not go fast
der to spare my horse."
"Friend, what do they call your
asked Michael Strogoff.
"I am called Nicholas Ptgassof."
"It is a name that I shall never forget," answered Michael Strogoff.
"Well, then, mount, my good blind
Your sister shall be near you at
man.
the back of the car; I In front to conduct There are some good birch bark
and some barley straw on the bottom.
It's like a nest Come, Serko. give us

room."

Tbe dog jumped off lfltbont much
taking. It was an animal of tbe Siberian breed, with a gray hide, medium
•lae, with a good, large and caressing
bead, and which appeared to be very
attached to his master.
Michael 8trogoff and Nadia In an Instant were Installed In tbe klbltka. Michad Strogoff liad stretched out his
hands aa though to search those of
Nicholas Pigassof.
"Is It my hands you wish to pressT"
"Here they are, my
said Nicholas.
good man. Shake tbem as much as
you like."
The kibttka was soon In motion. Tbe

horse, which Nicholas never struck,
ambled along. If Michael Strogoff did
not gain much in rapidity, at least new
fatigues would be spared to Nadia.
And such was the exhaustion of the
young girl that, rocked by the monotonous motion of the klbltka, she soon
fell Into a sleep that resembled an utter
prostration. Micbael Strogoff and Nicholas made a bed for her on the birch

leaves

as

well aa

they

were

able.

Tbe

young man waa much
moved, and If a tear did not escape the
It
eyes of Michael 8trogoff in truth
waa because tbe redhot Iron had burn-

compassionate

ed them dry.
MSbe Is pretty," said Nicholas.

"Yes," answered Michael Strogoff.

"These darlings would be strong, for
they are courageous, but they are real·
ly only weak. Do you come a great

distance 7'
"From

a

great distance."

It must have
"Poor young folks!
hurt you much when they burned your

eyes."

"Very much," said Michael StrogofT,
turning as though he could see Nichostopped las.

"Is the road deserted f
be asked.

•'Did you not
"Yes."

detachment ran up Immediately at the
sound of the pistol.
The horsemen were about to cut Nicnolae In pieces, but at a sign from the
officer they bound him fast with cofds,
they flung blm across a horse, and the

knew that there was a telegraphic sta-l
tlon In that town. Therefore If Nljnll
Oudlnsk had been abandoned like
Kamsk he would certainly be obliged
to seek for souie occupation In the cap-1
ital of eastern Siberia.
From Kamek to the neighboring town I
was very long, about a hundred and
thirty verets.
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I warn the American farmer by the
Smith <s Machn'st,
object lessons we have of decayed agri**
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culture at home and abroad. New EngSOUTH PARIS,
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and wet lands are undrained. The south
has burned the humus from her soils by
L.BKKT D. PARK.
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when her heavy rainWhat farmers need most is wisdom. perpetual cropping
Auctioneer,
fall
carries the loose soil to the ocean.
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MAINS.
Farms are being abandoned in old EngSOUTH PARIS,
"Knowledge, and the capacity to make land because her renters do not keep
Term· Moderate.
due use of it."
The
with improved cultivation.
I think there is nothing farmers need pace
> ISBEK A PARKER,
western farmer has entered upon soil
of useful
more than a large supply
at Law,
robbing, and is making interesting headAttorneys and Counsellors
knowledge, combined with plenty of way. The grain seller works at a disadMA1NK.
RUMFORD FALLS,
I good common sense.
vantage. He seldom gets anything from
A Special Collection Department.
[ Of the two, common sense is the more
Ralph T. Parke I to be desired ; for, having it, there are his coarse fodders.
George D. Blsbee.
Last summer was dry during the corn
I many ways of obtaining knowledge,
L. BUCK.
season.
Soils of equal strength,
growing
I 1
I while if it is lacking there is no one,
originally, varied greatly at husking
universiin
and
I
even
our
best
colleges
time. The crop that grew on pasture
Surgeon Dentist,
I ties, who can cram more common sense
MAINE.
pulverized and well
SOUTH PARIS,
I into the brain. There are many instan- sod, thoroughly
cultivated, was better than the crop that
I ces where men who had little knowledge
All my best work warranted.
First,
on old land for two reasons.
I of farming have made it their calling, grew
the organic matter from grass sod retainr. SMITH,
I and, by having an ample stock of sense,
ed moisture: and secondly, nature's
4·
I have learned the best methods oi farmlaboratory hail prepared more plant food
Attorney at Law.
ing on the farm.
for the growing crop.
MAINS
A striking example of this is T. B.
NORWAY,
Moisture in the soil is necessary to the
Coll©· Hons a epeclaity
I I erry, of Ohio. There are few, if any, formation of
Home B ock.
plant food, especially the
I farmers in this country who have made a
feature. The nitrate is the
nitrogenous
JONES A SON.
P.
KORUE
Yet
/
I greater success of farming than he.
form in which the plant uses nitrogen
Iβ
I lie was a middle-aged man before he be- and is nature's
supreme effort in her
Dentists,
that
a
farm
to
to
farm.
went
He
I gan
soil laboratory. The nitrate cannot be
MAINE.
NORWAY,
I was badly run down, with little knowl- forced without moisture.
The soil
10» Main St.
I edge of the business. By using good bacteria that make nitrates cannot exist
information
and
obtaining
I judgment
in the ground without humus or decayI EKRICR Λ PAKE,
I wherever he could, he has risen to a
ing vegetation, and they cannot work
Anfarmer.
as
a
successful
rank
high
without moisture. You remember that
Attorneys at Law,
other example is L. II. Kerrick, of we had a
MAINE.
light corn crop in 1S94 because
BETHEL,
Mr.
I Illinois, the noted cattle feeder.
of drouth. The nitrates could not be
Kllery C. Park.
Addison E. Herrtck.
I Kerrick was a lawyer, but he has made a manufactured for want of moisture, but
M. D.,
national reputation as a feeder by learnRATIO WOODBURY. A.M.,
here we find a peculiar value in a dry
ing the best methods of feeding after he climate, in that the elements of plant
business.
the
cattle
went
into
I
food were not lost, as they would have
Physician A Surgeon,
1 hese men have been successful beMAINS.
been with heavy rainfall; they remained
SOUTH PARIS,
I cause they used good common sense, until
1895, when moisture enabled the
Street.
Office and residence, 14 High
I while thousands who were raised on the
of forming nitrates to proceed,
would not I process
failed
because
farm
have
I
they
Ο UN S. HARLOW,
resulting in a very heavy crop.
get out of the ruts made by their fore-1
IMSOIL
AND CLOVERS AS
fathers. Other thousands have failed I GRASSES
Attorney at Law,
PROVERS.
MAINS.
by going to the other extreme, and
DlXriELD,
ping everything that was old, have rush-1 Now we can eecure proper soil condied into new and untried experiments, and I tions by growing grasses and clovers, but
I the domestic animal is necessary to
have lost their all for their rashness.
Some may ask. What should a farmer economic consumption. You can reduce
LAND SURVEYOR,
know'.' There is scarcely a trade, a I fertility by selling hay as readily as by
Noath Part·, Mala·.
in the science or profession of which a partial I
Have bad twenty years' experience
j
grain, but you do not reduce
will
If desired,
timber land·, etc., of this slate
knowledge would not bo a help to the organic matter so fast. Stock the farm
showing
Held
notes,
of
furnish plan, or copy
farmer at some time in his life. In this I with first-class animals, never sell off rework «tone.
age, when machines cut and bind
liable breeders when prices are low, but
wheat, husk the corn, skim the milk, dig hold a steady hand, and the average will
J.
potatoes and help us in most of
pay well, and the farm will pay better.
work, a farmer should be an expert ma-1 If you must rent, still keep the grazing
chinist to be able to run all of his
stock on the farm. The renter cannot
plemeuts successfully. It would also be I by carelessness or want of diligence do
the
to
use
GRANGE BLOCK,
to
know
how
a benefit to him
as much harm as he would as a grain
NOR a AY. tools of a carpenter, blacksmith, harness I seller. Where cultivation is continuous
Over Advertiser Office,
and shoe maker, mason, painter, and, to I and
organic matter is burned out of the
a less extent, those of other trades.
η EH W AITED.
Boil, the soil bacteria become fewer and
Often when wanting to splice a rope or fewer until there are not enough to preWe want twenty live able bodied men to work
anil tie a knot I have found that a little
for ue In the woods this winter. Good pay
pare plant food. You must take care of
men.
promptly
the
Apply
right
steady work for
periencc as a sailor would be a benefit to these co-workers, or go to poverty. All
at our office at South Parts.
me on the farm.
To know something of the
PARIS MANUFACTURING CO.
ingenuity of man could not change
natural history in all its branches would one load of manure into plant food withaid the farmer at times, especially a I out eoil bacteria, and the grain seller
PHOBATE NOTICES.
I
To all jiersons Interested In either of the Estates knowledge of the natural history of his grad ually unfits the soil for their habitahereinafter name<( :
own locality—to know which birds to tion.
In
and
At a l'rot>ate Court, bel·! at Parts,
and which to destroy, what
The stock grower who has pastures
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tue-«lay of protect
live I and feeds
Dec., In the year of our Lord one thousand sects injure the crops or torment the
grains, and hauls out manure,
nine hundred and one. The following matter stock and poultry, and what insects are I works in
co-operation with nature, and
having been presented for the action thereupon friends of the farmer because they de-1 these
agents she uses, and he need have
hereinafter Indicated. It la hereby Okduio:
The
That notice thereof be given to all persons In- stroy these pests ; to know the needs of the no doubt of nature doing her part.
terested, by causing a copy of this order to be 1 stock kept on the farm, how to feed and fact that he keeps stock saves the situai>ubllshed three weeks successively In the Ox- care for them to
bring the best results. I tion.
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Pari·, In said County, tnat they mav appear at a If the farmer was a geologist and
PLEA FOR BETTER ROTATION.
the
on
Paris,
said
at
held
be
to
Probate Court
ist he could study the needs of the soil
of Jan., A. I>. Iau2, at 9 of the of his
third
A
Tuesday
system of rotation
well-arranged
own farm, and could know what
^
<H-k In the forenoon, and be Ueard thereon If
elements of fertility were lacking. He contributes greatly to maintaining the
they see cause.
uniform fertility of the soil, and is also
could know how to supply these
ALBERT 8. TWITCH ELL. late of Uorham,
one of the readiest means by which to
Copy of will terials in their best form for the differ-1
In the State of New Hampshire.
get rid of insect pests. The department
an<! petition for a'lowance thereof presented by ent crops.
executor.
John Ε Bent-jn,
i>f agriculture is searching the world
If he were a veterinarian he could
over for plants that may be uâeful in the
ANN 3. ODEN W AELDER, late of Oxford, for his stock, and keep them healthy,
deceased. Will and petition for probate thereof 1 could
the best remedies if sick. I several states and territories of the
give
the
executrix
presented by Eunice M. Caldwell,
The loss of live stock from disease is I L'nion, to be used as features in systems
therein named.
When a locality becomes
i>f rotation.
large;
especially is this the case
deDtxfleld.
of
late
E.
BLAKE,
HARRIET
in the corn belt of the West. With I addicted to the habit of growing one
l-eased. First and Una! account presented for hogs
different methods of feediug and care srop year after year, the average soil deallowance by Ell Hodgktns, executor.
teriorates unless fertilizers are applied,
loss
of
the
could
LUC1NDA MARSTON. late· of Andover, <le- nine-tenths
This would be a saving of mil-1 whether the crop be cotton or wheat, or
eased. Final account presented for allowance avoided.
by Hiram D. Abbott, administrator.
lions of dollars every year to Western I whatever is sold from the soil. One of
Of more importance than the I the most pressing questions we have to
ALRION K. TRASK.lateof Peru, deceased.! farmers.
!
Russell
allowance
for
by
First account presented
health of his stock is the health of the I leal with is the finding of plants that
U. Eaton, administrator.
farmer and his family. To know how I :an be used in rotation in the drier porJAMES ΠΓΝΝ, late of Oxford. deceased. to
provide them with pure water and tions of our country. People of northFlora
First account presented for allowance by
1j air, wholesome food and suitable cloth- ern states that have a rainfall around 30
administratrix.
J Dunn,
the least difficulty in finding, and with enough knowledge of inches have
SAMUEL N. BRETT, ward, of Oxford. I
that can be used in systems of
for allowance by Geo. medicine to use simple remedies in I ing crops
account
Fourth
presented
I
H. Uli-hards, guardian.
time, would save the expense of many I rotation—such crops as can be fed upon
! the farm to domestic animals with profit.
HANNIBAL C. HOWE, late of Parts, de visits from the family doctor.
Tho farmer should" know enough law Farmers in the drier sections of our
rased. Petition for an allowance out of personal
in finding
to know his own rights and those of his country have more difficulty
[estate presented by Cora Eliza Howe, widow.
If he is wise he will know profitable crops for systems of rotation.
ADDISON E. HERRICK.
neighbors.
Judge of said Court.
GROW MORE SUGAR BEETS.
enough to avoid litigation where it
A true oopy—Attest
possible to do so; to take warning from I I have been urging the sugar beet as a
ALBERT D. PARR. R.:«lsM>r
such cases as that of two Indiana
valuable crop of tnis kind. It meets
PHOTOGRAPHIC ers who had a law suit to decide who many of the requirements. The bywas the owner of a calf valued at about
product of the factory is an admirable
SUPPLIES !
*10. The winner lost several days' time. [eature of the ration of all domestic
I
the
loser
and was at an expense of $30;
uiimals, while the sugar that is sold
W. P.
was out of pocket nearly $100 for lawtakes nothing from the soil, since it
also
yers'fees and court expenses, and
:omes from the atmosphere; that it its
43 Hain St., South ParK !Ί«». several
have
days in time, that should
principal recommendation. I have been
Mall or ter* promptlv II ι Ιοί
The gains I ι etock breeder and feeder all
been put in on the farm.
my life,
One gained the calf and ind I confess before
w-are not large.
you that I do not
the
I
in
for
a
had
each
Petition
gained lifelong enemy
Discharge.
know how to winter domestic animals as
Bankrupt's
In the matter of
other.
)
*
J
V
a.U_l well wicnoui roots as witn tnein.
In Banlrrvptcy.
JEROME R. BICKFORD,
UIO
AU UtUVi W VVUVUl
UV'I^UVVlOf
Nothing that is as easily procured
Bankrupt. )
Webb, Judge of the Dis- farmer should be enough of a teacher akee the place of this nutrient.
This is
jTotbe How. Nathan
trict Court of the I'nlted States for the District to be able to teach others what he knows ίο well understood that most feeders
of Maine
Some know better methods
In himself.
of
Stow.
;row roots for winter use, when the
R. BICKFORD.
than their neighbors, but lack the gift of jastures are bare or covered with snow,
the County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
District,
said
In
respectfully represents knowing how to impart this knowledge it is found profitable in some parts of
that on the 9th day of Nov., lost past, be was duly to others.
While they may be unselfish, :he United States to
regrow rutabaga
adjudged bankrupt under the Act· of Congress
would be of more use to their comlating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surren- they
:urnips and feed them to domestic ani<>f
and
if
could instruct others.
property,
dered all his property
they
right·
muuity
other localities the mangeluals.
In
an<l ha· fully complied with all the requirements
If the farmer knew all about the wurzel is most in favor. The
cabbage,
of talil Acts and of the orders of Court touching
trades, professions and sciences I have
his bankruptcy.
potato and other vegetables are useful
Wherefore he prays. That he may be decreed mentioned, but had failed to learn that
when
their
this
line
price is low,
tlong
by the Court to have a full discharge from all 1 "The fear of the Lord is the beginning }ut it
requires skill in the dairyman to
debts provable against his estate under salt!
he would be far from wise. uake first-class butter from some of
bankrupt Acta, except such debt· as are except- of wisdom,"
He should ask himself every day that iiese vegetables, as they possess volatile
ed by law from such discharge.
Dated thl· lotb day of Dec.. A. D. 1901.
question asked of old, "What doth it ; icids that injure the fiavor.—James WilJEROME R. BICKFORD. Bankrupt.
protit a man if he gain the whole world ton in New England Homestead.
and lose his own soul?"
ORDER OF SOTICE THEREON.
THE FARMER OF THE FUTURE.
if he succeeds in overcoming his
District or Mains, m.
on thlalltt (lay of Dec., A. D. 1901, on readShall the boys stick to the farm, is »
weaknesses, and lives a clean, honest and
It Is
the
foregoing
petition.
ing
unseltish life, although he may not have question which nearly every farmer must
ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
of Jan A. D. accumulated much wealth, there is nothisk himself at one time or another. Unupon the same on the 10th ilay
Dissaid
In
at
Portland,
1 :«/.·, before said Court
ing he need to fear in this world or the fortunately it has been too frequently annotrict. at 10 o'clock tn the forenoon ; and that
next.
iwered in the negative, and the boy has
tice thereof be published In the Oxforl DemoThe wise farmer will not try to pro- Jeen trained t· view farm life as drudgery
crat. a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In duce
everything he needs on his own rod to look upon the gilt and tinsel of the
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
but will try to produce a surplus jity as something to be greatly desired,
and show cause. If any they have, why the farm,
be
not
should
granted.
a
few
«aid
of
of
petitioner
things that will do best on hie for generations the best blood of the
prayer
That
Ami it Is further ordered by the Court,
farm, and exchange these for articles :ountry has been given to the city, and
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known eredltora copies of said petition and this order, ad- that others can grow more cheaply than the farming community deprived of its
lie will never think he knows itrongest, brainiest boys. The small farm
dressed to them at their places of residence as himself.
it all, but will always be willing to learn »nd limited capital have not offered opWitness the Host. Nathan Webb, Judge of
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, from everything high or low, the ant portunities for the ambitious boy who is
A. D. and the
tn said District, on the ilst day of Dec
philosopher, the cow or the destined to handle a large business and
1901.
chemist. He will take an interest in po- thousands of dollars annually. But the
A.
H.
Clerk.
DAVIS.
fL. ·.]
litical matters, but will not spend all of great majority of boys, boys who have
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: A. H. DAVIS,Clerk.
hie time arguing on these matters with good sense and moderate ambitions, who
his neighbors, while his farm and stock would find a modern farm as great as is
suffer from his neglect. He will try to their capacity to manage, have also left
Bankrupt's Petition for
deserve the good opinion of his neigh- the country to seek work in the cities,
)
In the matter of
EZEKIKL Β. Η IN ES,
J In Bankruptcy. bors, but he will not try to buy it by where they can earn only meagre salaries
I
Bankrupt.
spending money to make a display his and lay nothing aside for a rainy day or
To the Hon. Nathan Webb. Judge of the Dtswill not allow.
old age.
trict Court of the United State· for the District income
There are many things that are useful
With the methods which our fathers
of Maine :
the
tn
to the farmer and are aids to him in his and grandfathers pursued, the farm does
B.
HINES. of Canton,
Maine, in
State
of
and
of
'j County
Oxford,
calling. Some of these are a fertile soil, not yield a fair return of profit for capisaid District, respectfully represents that on the
of capital, labor saving imple- tal and labor invested. In every other
Ah day of Nov., last past, he wu duly p'enty
ConActa
of
the
ments, a congenial helpmate, good line of business the most successful men
adjudged bankrupt under
haa duly
gress relating to Bankruptcy ; that he
neighbors, stock, markets, health, suita- are not those who follow in the footsteps
surrendered all his property and rights of
the ble buildings, and other things that, in of their predecessors and competitors,
property, and has fully competed with all of
the touching language of a sale bill, arc but those who blaze a new path, who
requirements of said Acts and of the order·
Coarttu chlng his bankruptcy.
"too numerous to mention."
adopt new and improved methods and
Wherefore he prays. That ho may be decreed
While at least a part of these are es- devices, in short, those who make the
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
of brains and common
debt· provable against his estate, under said sential if the farmer is to make a great greatest use
Bankrupt Acts, except such debt· as are succt-ss of his business, yet all of them sense. Yet in few lines of business is the
excepted by law from such discharge.
combined are of secondary importance per cent of profit so threat as in modern
Dated th(e llth day of De< ember, A. D. 190).
feZEKIEL Β. H INKS.
Some advanced farming—it is the small profit
when compared with wisdom.
Bankrupt. who have had all of these given them on a vast
output that brings such large
lost
all
and
because
have failed
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.
they amounts of gaiη. Were the same energy,
lacked the wisdom necessary to make push and brains put into the manageΓ eTor Maine. »·.
'··
is il-tday of Dec.. A. D. 1901, oa readgood nee of their gifts. Others with ment of a farm, a good inoome and comwe foregoing petition, It la—
ing
The
Ordered by the Court, That a hear'ng be hail none of these have, by using wisdom, fortable living coald be obtained.
added all the rest to their possessions.— successful farmer of the future must
upon the same on the 10th day of Jan.. A. D
l'Ait, before said Court at Portland, la sai l Dta New York Tribune Fanner.
needs be an educated one. The future
trict. at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that nofanner will find that the best investment
tice thereo' be published In the Oxford Demohe can make is to secure a good educacrat, a newspaper printed tn said District, and
that all known creditor", and other persons tn
The chief advantages of the creamery tion and training in advanced agricultInterest, may appear at the said Use and place,
from
of
are
product
cheapness
ure. —New England Homestead.
and show cause. If any they have, why the system
of labor.
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted. the saving
And It 1· farther ordered by the Court, That
Give hogs plenty of salt. Hogs should
the Clerk shall «end by mall to all known cred
Iters copies of said petition and thl· order, adSome cow· are more subject to dis- have free access to salt
When on
dreased to ibsm at their place· of reaMenoea·
eases of the udder than others and sacb pasture, put in some dry place under a
•*W·
shed where the hogs can get at it whenwitness the Honorable Ν at h a* Webb, Judge animals should be discarded.
of the said Court, and tae seal thereof, at Portever wanted.
Some recommend spadta said District, on the list day of Dec
Ifad.
A. D. 1M1.
Keep the pigs growing from the start ing the salt into the soil, especially if It
A. e. DAVI8, Clerk.
L1-·■)
to the finish. When they cease to grow is clay, compelling the hogs to root for
A true copy of
J it
petition and order thereon.
they cease to be profitable.
ARMS: A. H. DA VIA, Clerk
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cry?"

"I also should have cried. To think
that one can uever see again those he
loves! Anyhow they see you. That Is

house a dozen cakes, prepared with
mutton fat, and a large supply of boiled rice.
After a reasonable halt they continued their Journey once more on the aft- I
The
ernoon of the 8th of September.
distance to Irkutsk was not more than
500 verste. Nothing in their rear sigof the
naled the advance guard of tte Tar-

CHAPTER XV.
ICHAEL STROGOFF and
Nadia were once more
free, as they had been
(luring the journey from

Perm to the banks of the
Irtish. But how changed
were the circumstances
Journey! Then a comfortable
vehicle, teams often renewed, well provided post horses, secured for them a
quick journey. Ifbw they went on foot
with nn Impossibility of procuring for

Michael Strogoff had therefore
tars.
settled down to think that his Journey
would not again be Interrupted and
that in eight days or in ten at the most
he would be in the presence of the

themselves any means of locomotion,
Without resources, not knowing even
ihow to procure the least wants of life,
perhaps some consolation."
In coming out of Biriousinsk a hare I
had still to make 400 versts.
"Yes. perhaps. Tell me, friend," deIn I and they
road
about
the
.'ossed
paces
ι
thirty
manded Michael Strogoff, "have you
And. moreover, Michael Strogoff now
klbltka.
the
of
Iront
never seen me anywhere before to1
only saw through the eyes of Nadia.
"Ah!" said Nicholas.
As for the friend whom chance had
day Γ
asked
friend?"
"What Is the matter,
"You. my good man? No, never."
them, they had just lost him ungiven
Michael Strogoff eagerly, as a blind
der the most affecting circumstances.
"It is because the sound of your voice
man whom the least noise held on the
It was 10 o'clock at night For the
is not unknown to me."
watch.
last three hours and a half the sun bad
"Do you see?" said Nicholas, smiling.
Nicholas,
said
"Did you not Bee?"
'He knows the sound of my voice.
disappeared below the horizon. There
face suddenly became
was not a house, not a hut, in s'sht
Perhaps you ask me this to learn whose smiling
Ob, I am going to cloudy.
whence I come.
I The last Tnrtars were lost in the disThen he added:
Michael Strogoff and Nadia
tance.
tell you. 1 am coming from Kalyvan."
"Ah. no, you could not see, and it Is I were Indeed alone.
"From Kalyvan?" said Michael Strofor you, good father!"
"To what place shall I lead you, MigofT. "Well, then It Is there that I met happy
"But I have seen nothing," said Na- chael?"
You were at the telegraph ofyou.
dia.
ί "To Irkutsk," he answered.
fice?"
"So much the better! So much the
"That may be." answered Nicholas.
"By the highroad?"
better! But I—I have seen!"
"I lived there. I was employed as telej "Yes, Nadia."

grand

duke.

"What was it, then?" asked Michael

graph operator."

"And yon remained at your post to
the last moment?"
"Eh! It is especially at that moment
one ought to be there."
"It was the day when an englishman
and α Frenchman, rubles in their
hands, disputed the turn at your wick-

Nadia took the hand of Michael Stroand they once more set out on
"A hare that came across our patn. ι their Journey.
versts
r.nswered Nicholas.
j Next morning, Sept. 12, twenty
In Russia when a hare crosses the farther, at the town of Toulounovskoe,
path of a traveler popular belief looks both halted for a short time. The town
was burned down and was deserted.
upon It as a sign of approaching evil.
Nicholas, superstitious as are the
During that day they had to pass the

Strogoff.

goff,

you once more. Pray for me.
And these words were the last.
Michael Strogoff continued to dip the
soil, which, being strougly trodden
down, had the hardness of a rock, mid
at length he succeeded in drawing from
•een

It the body of the unfortunate man.
He listened if his heart still beat. It
beat no more!
He wished then to bury it, that it
might not remain exposed on the
steppe, and that hole in which Nicholas had been burled alive he enlarged
and deepened in such a manner as to
be able to lay him there when dead.
The faithful Serko was placed near his
master.

At that moment a great noise was
beard on the road about half a verst
away.
Michael Strogoff listened.
By the noise he knew at once that a
detachment of cavalry was advancing
toward the Dinka.
"Nadia, Nadia!" said he in a low

voice.
At his voice Nadia, who hid remained
in prayer, rose up.
"You see them! You see them!" be
said to her.
"The Tartars!" she murmured.
It was indeed the advance guard of
the emir which was defiling quickly on
the road to Irkutsk.
"They shall not prevent me from interring him," said Michael Strogoff.
And he continued his work.
Soon Nicholas' body, with his hands
on his breast, was laid In the

Joined

Michael Strogoff and Nadia,
kneeling down, prayed the last time for
that poor being, good and inoffensive,
who through devotedness to them had
tomb.

lost his life.
"And now," said Michael, throwing
back the earth, "the wolves of the
steppe shall not devour him."
Then his hand stretched in menace
toward the troop of horsemen which

passing.

was

"On our journey, Nadia!" said he.
Michael Strogoff could no longer follow the highroad, now occupied by the
Tartars. He must throw himself across
the steppe and turn Irkutsk. In doing
this they would have to cross the Din-

ka and thus would be relieved from one
greater part of the Russians, bad stop- little stream of the Oka, but it «as great anxiety.
I fordable. and that passage offered no Nadia could no longer drag herself
ped the klbltka.
Michael Strogoff understood the hesalong, but she could see for him. He
itation of his companion, although he
But, contrary to what Michael Stro- took her In his arms and struck into
I do not remember It"
did not shaie his credulity regarding goff had perhaps hoped, there was no
the southwest of the province.
"What! You do not remember it?"
and he wished any longer a slugle beast of burden in
There remained for them to travel
"I never read the dispatches which I hares crossing the path,
I the country. Every horse, every cam- more than 200 versts. How could it
transmit.
My duty being to forget to reassure him.
"We have nothing to fear, friend,
be done? How could food be found on
el, had been either killed or
them, the shortest way is to be IgnoIt was therefore on foot they the journey?
be said to him.
away.
rant of them."
|
"Nothing lor you nor for her. I know, must cross this never ending steppe.
By what superhuman energy would
This answer was characteristic of
"hut
on for three
answered
Nicholas,
walked
succeed in passing the first slopes
thus
father."
And
they
they
good
Nicholas Pigassof.
Neither
of the Sayensk mountains?
for me!"
However, the klbltka kept on Its easy
Several times Nadia was obliged to Nadia nor he could tell.
And, continuing, said he:
course, which Michael Strogoff would
And yet twelve days after, at 0 o'clock
Michael Strogoff then took her
"It Is my destiny."
have liked to render more rapid, but
; ttop.
the In his arms, and for the moment not In the evening, an immense sheet of
to
horse
his
be
And
put
again
accustomwere
Nicholas and his horse
to think of Nadia's fatigue, water rolled at the feet of Michael Stroed to a gait from which neither the one trot
i having
Meanwhile. In spite of the sad prog- I while carrying her he marched more goff
nor the other could depart. The horse
and with his untiring pace.
It was Lake Baikal.
walked for three hours and then rest- nostlcatlons. the day passed by with- aulckly
18th of September, at 10
Lake Baikal is situated at a height
ed for one. and this day and night. out any accident.
j On the
the sea.
Next day. Sept. 9. at noon the kibitka o'clock at night, both reached at length of 1,700 feet above the level of
During the halts the horse pastured,
de- I Kimiltelskoe. From the top of α bill Its length It about 900 versts, Its
the travelers of the klbitka ate In com- baited at the town of Alsalevsk, as
less dar
breadth about a hundred. Its depth is
The kl- eerted as was the surrounding country. Nadia perceived a line a little
pany with the faithful Serko.
It was :he
horizon.
the
Mme. de Bourboulon tells
house
in
a
of
unknown.
threshold
the
least
on
There
at
for
bitka was provisioned
knives with I Suddenly they stopped, as if their us that the sapors say that It wishes to
twenty persons, and Nicholas had gen- Nadia found two of those
feet had stepped into some crevice in be called "Mrs. Sea." If one calls it
erously placed the reserved food at the long, sharp blades used by Siberian
the ground.
"Mr. Lake," it at once is in a rage.
he hunters. She gave one of them to Miwhom
two
his
of
guests,
,
disposal
his
A dog's bark was heard across the Anyhow, according to a Russian legend,
under
it
hid
who
sister.
chael
and
brother
Strogoff.
be
to
believed
hera Russian Is never drowned there.
jteppe.
On the 22d of August the klbitka coat, and she kept the other for
et, and when the Englishman telegraphed the firet verses of the Bible?"
"That, my good man. Is possible, but

tJ^en

j

Dln^a·

reached the town of Atchlnsk, which
A hunwas 380 versts from Tomsk.
dred and twenty versts still separated
It from Krasnolarsk. No Incident had
marked this Journey. During the six
days they had been together Nicholas,
Michael Strogoff and Nadia had remained Just the eame, the one In hie
unalterable calmness, the other two
anxious and looking forward to the
moment when their companion would

separate from them.
On the evening of the 25tb of August
the klbltka was only half a verst from
Krasnolarsk. One could see on the
right and left the numerous wooden
crosses which are erected along the
road at the approaches to the town. It

7 o'clock at night,
The klbltka had stopped.
"Where are we. sister?" asked Michael Strogoff.
"A little over a half verst from the
first houses." answered Nadia.
"Has the town, then, gone to sleep 7
was

"Do you hear?" said Nadia.
Then came a lamentable cry, a erj ο
lespair, like the last appeal of a human
Seine who Is about to die.
"Nicholas! Nicholas!" cried the young
good humor. The evil onien hail affectsome evil foreboding.
ed him more than one could have be- I rirl urged on by
who listened, hung
lieved, and he who up to that time had I Michael Strogoff.
his head.
Jown
talk-1
without
hour
an
remained
pever
"Come, Michael, come!" said Nadia.
Ing had now long spells of silence, from
And she who Just before could scarcewhich even Nadia could with difficulty
ν drag herself along suddenly recoverwithdraw him.
her strength under the sway of ν οIn spite of all his somewhat fatalistic ed
lent excitement.
resignation he would not believe him"Have we left the road.' said Ml·
self safe except within the walls of I
;hael
Strogoff. feeling that he was
have
would
Russians
Irkutsk. Mauy
no longer the dusty road, but
treading
than
more
and
thought like Nicholas,
the
grass field.
open
his
horse,
one. pulling the bridle of
"Yes; it is necessary!" answered Nawould have turned back after seeing a
over there on the right
hare cross their path.
I lia. "It Is from
that the cry came!"
The next day, toward 4 o'clock In the
Some minutes afterward the two were
afternoon, Nicholas descried on the
1
half a verst from the river.
jnly
churchthe
of
horizon the high belfries
A second bark was beard, and, alee of Nijnl Oudinek. They were crownthough more feeble, It was certainly
ed with thick columns of vapor which
could not be clouds.
I îearer.
Nadia stopped.
Nicholas and Nadia looked and com"Yes," said Michael, "It is Serko «bo
municated to Michael Strogoff the reΠβ has followed his mass barking.
must
observations.
They
their
of
sult
of action at once. ter."
self.

The kibitka was not more than

sixty-five versts from Nijnl Oud'nsk.
Nicholas during the last two days
had not been able to regain his usual

No noise strikes upon my ear."
Ten minutes afterward the klbltka
entered the principal street
Krasnoiarek was deserted! There was decide their course
not any longer an Athenian In this If the town had been abandoned, they
"Athens of the North," as It Is called could pass through It without any risk,
could
by Mme. de Bourboulon. Not one ot but If by a movement that they
those equipages, so splendidly rigged not explain the Tartars already occuout rattled along the handsome wide pied it they must turn It at any price.
"Let us advance prudently," said Mlstreets. Not a foot passenger trod the
sidewalks that skirted those magnifi- chael Strogoff, "but let us advance!"
Another verst was made.
cent houses of wood, palatial In their
He was about to propose to Nicholas
grandeur!
In case of necesNot a living soul remained In Kraa- to leave the route and
turnelty only to regain It after having
nolarsk.
« riA_
m
4t« «η/1 VMaViaIoo
ed Nljnl Oudlnsk, when the sound of a
Δ ball
on the. right.
had not to search long for a place Id gun was heard
and the horse In the klbltka,
which to rest The first house of which hissed,
the head, fell dead.
they tried the door wae empty, as were struck In
Instant, a dozen horsesame
At
the
there
found
nothing
all the rest They
on the road, and
themselvee
threw
men
ot
want
For
but a heap of leaves.
Michael
was surrounded.
something better, the horse had to be the klbltka
and Nicholas, without
content with this meager food. As fot Strogoff, Nadia
time to recover themselvee.
the provisions of the kibltka, they were having had
and being led rapidly
not exhausted, and each one took his were prisoners
Then, after having knelt be- toward Nljnl Oudlnsk.
share.
The next day, lltb of September, the
fore a modest picture of the Panaghia
detachment
and
passed through the town
wall
the
on
that was hanging
which the last flame of a lamp still lit of Cblbarllnskoe.
fell
At that time an Incident occurred
np, Nicholas and the young girl
serious conseasleep, while Michael Strogoff remain- which was to have very
ed awake, his anxiety driving away quences.
The Tartar
The night had come.
all
«··.·

sleep.

The next day, 20th of August, before
daybreak the kibltka was traversing
the park of birch trees to reach the
banks of the Yenisei, which was crossed by the little party on an improvised
raft
Michael Strogoff could at length believe that the route was free as far as
Irkutsk. lie had outstripped the Tartars, and when the soldiers of the emir

horsemen, having had a halt, were
They were about
more or less drunk.
to continue their journey.
Nadia, who up to that time, as though
by a miracle, had been respected by
those soldiers, was Insulted by one of
them.
Michael Strogoff had been able to eee
neither the insult nor the insulting person, but Nicholas bad seen for him.

Then quietly, without having reflectarrive at Krasnolarsk they
conwould only And an abandoned town ed, without perhaps having any
made
there and no means of Immediate com- sciousness of bis action, Nicholas
the
munication between the two banks of straight for the soldier, and before
to
the Yenisei; hence a delay of some days latter could make any movement
the
until a bridge of boats, difficult to con- Itop him, snatching a pistol from
It
struct. should open a passage to them. pommel of his saddle, he discharged
For the first time since the unlucky full at his breast
The officer who had command of the
meeting with Ivan OgarelT at Omsk
the courier of the czar felt himself lees
uneasy and could hope that no new
obstacle would arise to the accomplishTo health and happiness is Scrofula—
ment of his plans.
as ever sinco time immemorial.
The kibltka, after having proceeded as ugly
bunches in the neck, die·
causes
It
•boot fifteen vents toward the souththe mucous
east came to and retook the long high- figures the skin, inflames
road across the steppe.
membrane, wastes the muscles, weak·
On the 28th of August the travelers ens the bones, reduces the power of
had passed the town of Balalsk, which resistance to disease and the capacity
was eighty versts from Krasnolarsk,
for recovery, and develops into con·
and by the 30th that of Blblnsk, forty
sumption.
versts from Balatak.
"A bunch appeared on the left side of
The next day, after traveling mora my neck. It caused great pain, was lanced,
than thirty-live versta, they arrived at and became a running sore. I went Into a
decline. I was persuaded to try
Kamsk, a mora considerable town, waood's Sarsaparilla, and wben I bad taken
same
the
nam·,
river
of
tered by the
six bottles my neck was healed, and I have
a small a(Buent of the Yenisei, which never bad any trouble of the kind since."
descends from the mountains of 8a- Mas. Κ. T. SNvpxa, Troy, Oblo.

should

An Ancient Foe

Sineral

yansk.
On going

ont from Kamsk Michael
Informed Nadia and Nicholas that they
would And only one little town of some
importance, Nljol Oudlask, before Ir-

kutsk.

Nicholas answered

that

he

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Pills

will rid you of it, radically and permanently, as they have rid thousands.

j

"Nicholas!" cried the young girl.
Her call remained unanswered. Only

birds of prey rose up aud disappeared amid the high clouds of heaven.
Michael Strogoff listened. Nadia looklit up with flashes of
1 ed at the plain,
ightning in rapid succession, but she
ι some

I law nothing.
And yet a voice came again, which
ibis time murmured In a plaintive tone,

'Michael!"
Then a dog, all bleeding,

came

bound-

ag up to Nadia. It was Serko.
Nicholas could not be far away. He
ι ilone could murmur that name of MU
< :haeL
Where was he? Nadia had not
1 >ven the strength to call out to him.
Michael Strogoff, lying on the ground,
I learched with his hand.
Suddenly Serko gave a fresh bark

rushed toward a gigantic bird,
jvhich was clawing the ground.

ι ind

<

It was a vulture. When Serko precipitated himself upon It, It rose up;
Sut, returning to the charge, it struck

the dog.
He again renewed the attack, but he
received a blow on the head from that
terrible beak, and this time Serko fell
jack dead on the ground.
At the same time a cry of horror es-

caped

from Nadia.

"There, there!" said she.
A bead rose just above the ground!
[t would have struck against their feet
lad It not been for the Intense brightthe
ness that the heavens cast upon

iteppe.
Nadia fell

on

her knees near that

liead.

Nicholas, burled up to the neck, according to the atrocious customs of the
Tartars, had been abandoned on the
iteppe to there die of hunger and thirst
ind perhaps to be torn Into pieces by
the fangs of wolves or the beaks of birds

)f prey. Λ most horrible punishment
Tor the victim thus Imprisoned In the
?artb, who presses the earth without
being able to cast It off, having bis
irms tied and fastened to his body like
those of α corpse In a coffin! The victim, living In this clay mold, which be
Is unable to break, can do nothing but
In
Implore death, which Is too slow

romlng!
It was there the Tartars had interred
For
their prisoner for three days.
three days Nicholas had been waiting

This Immense basin of fresh water,
fed by more than 300 rivers, Is embosomed In a magnificent circle of volcanic mountains. It has no other outlet but the Angara, which, after having passed Irkutsk, throws itself into
the Yenisei a little above the town of

Yeniseisk.

The first days of October had come.
The sun now sank below the horizon at
β o'clock, and the long nights allowed
the temperature to fall to zero In the
thermometers. The first snow, which
was to remain until summer, already
whitened the neighboring heights. During the Siberian winter this interior
is
sea, with its ice several feet thick,
dotted with trains of couriers and caravans.

It was at the southwest point of the
lake that Michael Strogoff bad just arrived, carrying Nadia, whose whole
life, so to speak, was concentrated In
her eyes. What could they both expect
in this wild part of the province but
to die there of want and destitution?
And yet how many still remained to be
made of those 6,000 versts that the

courier of the czar should attain his
end? Only sixty versts along the shore

of the lake as far as the mouth of the
river Angara, and eighty versts from
the mouth of the Angara to Irkutsk—
In all a hundred and forty versts, say
a three days' Journey for a strong and
vigorous man even on foot.
Some fifty people found themselves
'III

[dies but

Nicholas, closed until
then, once more opened themselves.
He recognized Michael and Nadia.
Tben be murmured:
"Adieu, friends. I am happy to have
The eyes of

j

1 pneumonia or a seri-1

jous throat

affection.

that will

give you

I

up the

1

j

j

j ^SCQTT

fx.oo, all druggists.

incognita.
The plan of the fugitives was very
simple. A current of the Baikal skirts
the higher shore of the lake as far as
the mouth of the Angara. It Is this
current which they counted upon making use of to early reach the outlet ot
Baikal.

From this

point

to Irkutsk the

rapid waters of the river would draw
them along at a speed of ten or twelve
versts the hour. In a day and a half
they ought to be In sight of the town.
Every means for embarking was
wanting at that place.
They had to supply this want A
raft, or, rather, a float of wood, liki
those which generally fluat on the Siberian rivers had been constructed.
A forest of pine, which towered along
the shore, had furnished the floating
material. The trunks, lashed together
with willow brauclus, formed a plat-

form on which a hundred persons
would have easily found room.
It was ou this raft that Michael StroThe
goff and Nadia were carried.
young girl was once more herself. They
gave to her some nourishment, as also
to her companion. Then, lying down
ou a bed of leaves, she Immediately fell
Into a sound sleep.
To those who interrogated him Mi-

chael Strogoff said uotlilug concerning

the events which had occurred at
Tomsk. lie gave himself out as an Inhabitant of Krasnoiarsk who had no»
been able to reach Irkutsk before the
troops of the emir hail arrived on the
left bank of the Dilika, and he added
that very likely the main body pf the
Tartars had taken up their position be-

fore the capital of Siberia. Even among
friends It was almost as important to
preserve secrecy as to his mission as It
amoug enemies.
One never knows what ears are listening when the tongue speaks. The
friend of today may be the foe of tomorrow, and even the firm friend, If
Indiscreet, Is more to be dreaded than

the known enemy.
There was not, therefore, an Instant
to lose. Besides, the frost became more
aud more keen. The temperature during the night fell far below zero. Some
pieces of Ice had already formed on the
eurface of the Baikal. If the raft could
easily make Its way on the lake, It
would not be the same between the
banks of the Angara In case those
pieces of Ice should come to Impede ltfc
course.

1 IICICIV'I V
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necessary that the fugitives should
start without delay.
At 8 o'clock at night the moorings
were unfastened, and under the action
of the current the raft followed the
lake shore.

Long poles, handled by robust mujlks, sufliccd to guide It. An old sailor

of the Baikal had taken command of
the raft. He was α man of sixty, all
tanned with the breezes of the lake. A
white and very thick beard descended
Ile had on his head a
on his breast.

Besides, the whole management consisted In keeping the raft In the cur
rent which ran along the shore, without allowing it to go far out Into the
deep water.
Although the Journey was not without danger, the voyagers might reasonably hope to safely accomplish It
At any rate they had become accustomed to both hardship and danger.
No fate could be worse than the one
that awaited them If they remained.
So despite the past and present they
were
many hopeful, almost happy
hearts on board that rude craft that
floated along so lazily.
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Man De Too Rich Τ

ever

replace

Will the
the multi-

millionaire?—London Standard.
Heavy Return·.

:

"What business brings the heaviest
returns?" asked the man who wanted

to know.
"The literary business," sighed the
struggling author as he opened a two
book manuscript.—Philpound
adelphia Record.

rejected

If you are
run down or emaciated you
certainly take this:
nourishing fooo medicine,
and

was welcomed and bidden
upon the raft at once, as Its slow
motion rendered It advisable to lose no
time In setting out.
Their project made the heart of Michael Strogoff leap for joy. lie could
But he had
uow play his last chance.
the strength to dissemble, wishing to
preserve more strictly than ever h la

Now, he

to go

multlbilllonalre

further attacks.

BOWNE,'Ch«misif, New York

ed.

Into use In the United States.

will do this when everything
else fails. There is no doubt
It nourishes,
about it

&

of the Baikal.
Driven back by the Tartar scouts,
they sought to take refuge In Irkutsk,
and, not being able to reach that place
by land, since the Invaders had taken
up position on both bauks of the Angara, they hoped to gain it by descending
the river which runs through the town.
The fugitives had tboir raft fully prepared for the voyage, and had Michael
Strogoff been even a few hours later
be would have found the place desert-

er we took to speaking of "millionaires." In quite recent times the "multimillionaire" with twenty millions had
reached the limit of private wealth;
then forty millions. Now the limit has
risen to a hundred millions, and already the word "billionaire" has come

SCOTT'S
EMULSION

ioc.

point

Then
sidered to be a vast fortune.
"fifty thousand α year" was the phrase
commonly used to describe the Incomo
of fabulously rich men or women. Lat-

body.

{should

are Russians!" she cried.
And after this last effort her eyelids
closed, and her head fell down on the
breast of Michael Strogoff.
But they had been perceived, and
some of those Russians, running up to
them, led the blind man and the young
girl to the border of α little beach to
which was moored a raft.
The raft was about to depart.
These Russians were fugitives of various conditions whom a common interest had gathered together on this

"They

When Will

and build

strengthens, builds up and
makes the body strong and
healthy, not only to throw
off this hard cough, but to
fortify the system against

Nadia was soon reassured on

But

this head.

What will eventually be the limit of
Individual wealth? Half a century
back "ten thousand a year" waa con-

You need something

strength

these ferocious birds.
Michael Strogoff dug the earth with

release It from that

ι

it is too deep
I seated. It may wear
but j
I itself out in time,
fit is more liable to!
produce la grippe,

j

out from the defile of the

mountains.
"Stop!" she cried. "The Tartars! The
Tartars !"
The young girl feared for an Instant
that It was nothing else than a detachment of Tartars sent to scour the
shores of Lake Baikal, In which case
flight would be cut off for both.

ten hours.

it does not

{yield;

arms, came

fur hat. Of a grave and austere appearance, his wide and long riding coat,
drawn tight at the belt, hanging down
to his heels, this silent old man, sitting at the stern, commanded by gesture and did not spenk ten words in

I You have used all
'sorts of cough reme-

against

claspknlfe to
Imprisoned body.

^111^

That Cough
I Hangs On

for succor, which had come at last too
late.
The vultures bad perceived that head
exposed to the sun's rays, and for some
hours the dog defended his master

bis

^111

assembled at the corner which rwma
the southwest point of the lake.
Nadia first perceived this group when
Michael Strogoff. carrying her In hie

j
χ

j

Aplarr «ad Ape·.
Host—Now that you've seen the
house and the stable, I want to show
70a our

apiary.

Old Gentleman—Well, I e'poee I've
got to, but. If there's anything I hate
If· monkeys.—San Francisco Chrowr
Ide.
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Mr. Milton Penley has leased the called a council to meet Thursday, Jan.
and alterations for several months, label shows them to be the smallest audience some practical discourses. All
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medical treatment.
and you are certain to be deThe annual report of the state assesMrs. Carrie Page of Lewiston is visiting
in Maine for the present,
lie is San Francisco. By Mabel Clare Craft. stipation,
stop
which
Nathan Akers of Andover is taking
But it is difficult to believe that Uncle lighted with the prompt relief
sore, made public Jan. 1st, says that all at G. G. Fuller's.
now at work in Gorham.
R. A. Storey's place scaling in this vicinafford. For Bale by F. A. SliurtMr. and Mrs. Keene of Buckfield visthings combined to make the year 1901
A very pleasant entertainment was Sam is tolerating such a sink of in- they
while *he is away caring for his
Mormonism is leff <& Co., E. P. Parlin, South Paris;
one of marked progress in population, ited at their son's, Samuel Keene's, last ity,
at Town Ilall, Christmas Eve iquity on his own farm.
brother, who has a very small chance
Stevens, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store,
wealth and the future welfare of our week.
of a supper and concert by the bad enough, but not equal to that.
consisting
for recovery.
Also to the Standard Publishing Co. Norway.
state. By local assessors' returns we
A new telephone line is projected to
School scholars.
After the
Sunday
Curtis of Groveton was in town with a
for the November number of The StoryAnd that the whole number of po.11» in start from Caleb Morrill's and run by D.
programme was given, Santa Claue .ap
small lot of Christmas goods.
A North Vassalboro correspondent
teller. In addition to the usual number
the state for the year 1901 ι» lJ0,40o as H. Curtis' and Lyman Beck's, thence out
and distributed the gifts from
at peared
A
children
Christmas
tree
for
the
tells of a man in his neighborhood who
most
the
detailed
contains
of
it
atrainst 192,795 in 1900, an increase in by A. D. Littlehale's and through the
stories,
laden tree.
the school house, also one at Grange heavily
went to sleep the Saturday evening beSnow is rather a scarce article so far, history of Perry's Victory that we have
polls of 3,608, denoting an increase in Tuell District and down by Abner Hall, Wentworth's
Location.
fore the big freshet and slept right
so the people think who are anxious to ever read.
population approximating 15,000.
Benson's, and thence down the valley to
the following day. On waking
Several snow storms the past week
And hero is the temperature of Jan- through
The total estates rendered for the Will Berry's, to connect with a line from
work in the woods.
have given us good sleighing again.
Sunday evening, he thought it was
vear is $300,550,250, and that of the year the Curtis neighborhood in Woodstock.
uary, thus far, observations being taken up,
Saturday evening and wondered
at daylight:
1900 was $*>4,611,360, an increase of
GRAFTON.
Wednesday, 3 below zero; still his
STOW.
lantern, which he left on the
Snow why
OENMARK.
12 above; Friday, 26.
$0 938,890, equal to about two per cent
Thursday,
Christmas
and
New
Year's
passed very
He leaped out of
flour, had gone out.
George Smith and Selden Pinkham
on total valuation returns for 1900.
There was a large attendance at the
with us. There were a few fam nine inches deep in the woode.
quietly
are at work for Ο.
K. Barrows hauling
bed into nearly three feet of water which
An important item in the wealth of New Year's ball Tuesday evening, and a
Christmas trees, giving joy to the
ily
timber.
covered the floor of his dwelling. He lost
EAST HEBRON.
the state is that of the value of our live merry throng danced the old year out
little people.
Morris Eastman is at work for O.
no time in getting to a neighbor's, and
Grammar School, taught by Clarence
stock, so closely is it connected with the and the new year in.
A party from Mr. Spearrin's started to
that it was something
Charles.
Dec. 27. frankly explained
P. C. P. Jones ami P. C. P. Belcher
Friday,
to Xewry to the New Year's dance at M. Flood, closed
prosperity of our chief industry, that of
go
The
besides an over-supply of water which
people of this place attendScholars not absent one-half day:
farming. In 1901 four counties showed went to Bridgton Wednesday evening, ed the young
but
Ralph
Kilgore's
Tuesday
night,
Red
at
Men's ball
North Fryehad caused his long sleep.
an increase in live stock of $1:51,9 )9, and
and gave their assistance in working
Edith R. Packird, Ernest L Packard, Lester
were met with
such a cold blindiug
Jan. 1.
the remaining twelve counties showed a out the Patriarchal
of wind and snow that the team G. Packard.
Degree in Mt. burg
CURE OF CROUP.
squall
REMARKABLE
his
Charles
visited
sister,
Farrington
decrease of «218,514, leaving a balance of Pleasant Encampment, No. 14.
Scholars not absent more than one
Mrs. James Irish. Saturday and Sunday, could not keep the road, and they turned
total decrease in values for the present
It is reported that an open installation
and
went back.
round
day:
A LITTLE ΒΟΥ'β LIFE SAVED.
It is, however, reasona- of officers of Denmark Lodge, I. O. O. lie came to attend the funeral of his
vear of $86,555,
Vabel B. Decoeta,
Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Brooks went to Grace I. Packard,
Mr·. C'yrene Farrington Wiley.
lie η a M. Farrln,
Mazel A. De<-otta,
ble to suppose that this year's large crop P., No. 50, will be held Tuesday even- sister,
last
to visit her mother
Xewry
Saturday
Mrs. Lorenzo Bryant has been very
Bertram H. Merrill,
Ethel Merrill,
of hay will place our farmers on the road ing, 7th inst.
Elmer B. Merrill.
I havo a few words to say regarding
but is on the gain.
She is able to who has been ill.
Ralph A. Pierce,
to recover our former standing as to
Silver Rebekah Lodge, No. 19, have •ick,
Mr.
V.
of
D.
Lowe
Ν.
H
Randolph,
be up.
of the school exercises on Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. It saved
Programme
numbers and value of live stock.
extended an invitation to Pearl Lodge of
here on a few days' visit and
A heavy storm of snow and rain fell has beeu
my little boy's life, and I feel that I
Friday, Dec. 27, at Grange Hall :
Shipping property for the tirst time in Browntield to visit them at their next
a botThey
and Monday it cleared away, fishing trip to Lake Umbagog.
School, cannot praiso it enough. I bought
Sunday,
in valuation of meeting, when the officers
increase
shows
an
Silver
of
had very good success.
years
Beeele Keen. tle of it from A. E. Steere of Goodwin,
leherman's Luck,
with a heavy wind Tuesday night.
will
be
installed.
$119,590.
I.odge
Mr. S. W. Pratt went to Bethel on Contentment,
Lester Packard, S.
v
w
Mrs. D. W. Wiley died at her home in
#
D., and when I got home with it the
«Λ»
father Bean's Story.
Mr.
C. B. Brown of Sanford has
Ralph fierce.
Corporations to the number of 8W
I gave
Dec. 26, and was brought here Wednesday last.
Bertha A. Snell. poor baby could hardly breathe.
Jesus Little Sunbean,
have tiled certificates at the office of the been visiting at Luther Trumbull's the Portland
for burial Saturday, the 28th. She was
Dialogue, Adellna's Arrival, or, There is no the medicine as directed every ten minHtB'ON.
secretary of State during the year. This last week, and has fished the ponds in
Place like Old Connecticut,
utée until he "threw up" and then I
She leaves
formerly of this place.
Ernest L. Packard, Edith R. Packard,
business' has brought $50,000 into the this place.
The winter term of the academy opened
to mourn her loss a
husband, son,
Graci I. Packard, Rena Ferris, Clinton H. thought sure he was going to choke to
state treasury in fees in addition to the
and
the
is
place again lively.
death.
We had to pull the phlegm out
Bonner, Ralph A. Pierce.
daughter, two sisters, a brother and Tuesday came in
franchise tax which they will be obliged
SOUTH HIRAM.
cold enough.
Ther- Music, What a Friend we have In Jesus.
January
I
of his mouth in great long strings.
friends.
Hazel A. Decoeta.
to i»av
There are now three thousand
Jesse Gilpatrick, who has been visit- many
mometer at zero and the wind blowing a A Warning,
am
that if I had not got that
C. K. Bickford and wife called on
poeitive
How the Parson broke the Sabbath,
of
in
the
office
the
tiled
corporations
32® above and
ing friends in Portland, returned home friends in this
Gerald L. Saunders. bottle of cough medicine, my boy would
place Sunday and Mon- gale. To-day, Friday,
Secretary of State ami these will pay last week.
Ernest L. Packard. not be on earth
Too Progressive for Him,
quiet.
to-day.—Joel Demont,
Mention
Names.
Rena B. Pierce.
Xorer
into the treasury this year nearly $50,000.
Nettie Mason is soon going to work in day.
Mrs. Arthur George, who has been
For sale by Shurtleff
Λ Declamation, Ernest Inwood, Iowa.
Entitled,
Dialogue,
This is in addition to the tax on steam the salework shop at Cornish.
RUMFORD.
very sick with pneumonia, is at present
Packard an l Ralph A. Pierce.
& Co., E. P. Parlin, South Paris; Steroads, electric roads, telegraphs, teleNell Stanley and son, both of Boston,
Beuinh R<nielell.
A Bit,
Mrs. Colson Abbott died Saturday writing a little better.
NorCHuton N. Bonner. vens, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store,
Co tcutc 1 John,
phones, express and trust companies.
have been visiting her brother, George
Mrs. Ezra Marshall is very poorly
morning, Dec. 28.
Grace I. Packard. way.
The Bewitched Clock,
The Governor and Council are delight- Milliken, of this place.
We hear that Chas. Bray has bought I ost her Balance,
There was a surprise party at J. II.
Hazel Keene.
ed with the financial showing the state
Mr. E. Cole and Etta Milliken arrived Estes'
Donald Bams 'ell.
the land on what is known as "Dr. Carr's Out In the Meadow,
Tuesday evening.
By the annual report of Col. E. C.
will make for the year. It now looks as at this place last week.
Entitled,
Grammar,
Dialogue,
Fred Stevens has bought a Belgian Hill," of Mrs. Lucy Turner, and will
Milliken of Portland, state pension
Haxel Decoeta and Rena B. Pierce.
The school has now settled down to hare.
though the total from increased and new
build a home there.
Belle Decoeta
Billy Grimes,
agent, it is shown that during the year
over a quarter of a milrevenue will be
work again after the Christmas tree enRena N. Farils.
Prank Pike has been at work on his California Joe,
Ned Martin is at home.
2,571 applicants asked for state aid
Bert H. Merrill.
lion of dollars. At this rate at the close tertainment.
Optimist,
Mrs. Godwin has closed her house for house. He has built a piazza and put The
Ethel I. Merrid. against 2,512 in 1000, an increase of 50.
Somebody's Mother,
of Governor Hill's administration in 190;.
This New Year started in with rough the winter.
in a bay window, moved a partition and The Old Rifle,
iseuod in 1000 for
Edith R. Packard. Certificates were
the floating debt of the state can practi- weather, but let us hope it will not last
made other changes. Mr. Pike has done Musln, America.
The thaw ended Tuesday night.
2,282 persons against 2,260 in 1901.
M
Flood.
Driver's
Clarence
The
cally be wiped out.
the whole year.
Story,
Stage
the work himself in good shape. He is
aid were veterElmer B. Merrill. Seven of those receiving
School Is Done,
Governor Uill said: "I believe that m
PERU.
ans or relatives of the Spanish war. The
entirely blind and his enterprise and
Clarence M. Flood, is a I
The
BFOWNFIELD.
teacher,
every brandi »>f industry, including that
law
Irish and Kidder have commenced on perseverauce might well bo taken for an
maximum amount allowed by
His school
of agriculture, Maine has never seen so
Many happy returns of the New Year their job of cutting and hauling pine on example by many having two good eyes student in Colby, class 1004. scholars
is $8 and the minimum $2 per month
and
to
prosperous a year as the one just clos- to the publishers and Oxford Bears of A. B. Griffith's farm for John Harlow.
We regret to read in last week's Zion's gave perfect satisfaction
with an average of $2.83 to a person.
and the closing exercises were
ing. Aroostook especially has been the Democrat.
About tifteen or twenty friends of Advocate of the critical illness of Rev parente
The average age of the applicant is 70
blessed with jiieat crops ami the farmers
The following officers were elected for Cleo, and Dan Conant met on the last A. C. Herrick, at his home in Sacramen- very interesting and well performed.
and the appropriation is $80,000.
On Saturday last East Hebron Grange years
are receiving for all kinds of produce the ensuing year
by Pequawket Lodge, night of the old year and gave them a to, Cal. Mr. Herrick fitted for college
the
officers:
hits
the
of
state
Not
choice
made
I. O. O. F.:
following
only
high prices.
"Some time ago my daughter caught
surprise party. They played games and here and was principal of the academy F. E. Whiting, Master.
She complained of pains
prospered, but the people themselves N. G—J. B. Dan forth.
a severe cold.
told stories and had a good time. After ten years. His many friends are awaiting
Erasme Hayes, Overseer.
V.6.—Q. ti. Manefleld.
have had marked material advancement.
I
in her chest, and had a bad cough.
ι treat of apples, pop corn, candy and anxiously the result.
Sherman H. Bonney, Secretary.
Cor. Sec.—A. T. Johneon.
Maine can look with pride upon the
Mrs. Mae Bonney, Lecturer.
Kin. Sec.—Chae. Llnecott.
nuts the party left all agreeing they had
gave her Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
the
new
with
and
enter
in
two
year
and
upon
past
Treae
Ε Ε. Round*.
EAST SUMNER.
days
according to directions,
ipent a pleasant evening.
Trustee·— Andrew Blake, Erneet Hill, Dana
EAST BETHEL.
bright hopes."
she waa well and able to go to school. I
Remember now that it is '02. For a
Misses Marion and Alice Hall have reBrown.
out
of
in
children
of
the
school
are
this
used
have
while you can write it '01, then erase
my family for
remedy
turned to Turner to school.
Many
Janitor—). I. Hill.
MAINE'S BIG GAME.
the past seven years and have never
and make it '02. The force of habit is school with sickness.
are
from
bad
The annual report of the Maine comMany
suffering
very
A family reunion and Christmas tree known it to fail," says James PrenderNORWAY LAKE.
strong and persistent.
missioners of inland fisheries and game colds.
the New Year opened with a big was held at the home of Fred H. Cole.
gast, merchant, Annato Bay, Jamaica,
Mr. and Mrs. David Flood went to
Well,
Mrs.
Sarah
the
Harnden
is
in
secured
health.
in
to
regard
game
poor
big
says
The pains in the
Miss Etta Howe from Hanover wasa| West India Islands.
Harrison Monday to attend the funeral blow. May it bring peace and prosperity
during the past season:
chest indicated an approaching attack of
to all.
guest at F. B. Howe's last week.
>f Colby Frost's only son Charles.
NfeWRY.
From the best infor mation we have
Mrs. Fred C. Bean entertained the | pneumonia, which in this instance was
It is reported that Rev. T. D. Davies
Col. Littletield has returned from
We are having some very cold weather.
been able to obtain, from the annual re: South Paris, where he has been caring has tendered his resignation as acting Ladies' Union Thursday afternoon, Jan. undoubtedly warded off by Chamberport of guides, sporting camp proprie- I think Jan. 1st was the coldest day of
It counteracts
lain's Cough Remedy.
2, with a good attendance.
a typhoid fever patient.
pastor of the Congregational church
tor*.
transportation companieeand the season. Roaring tire· in all the 'orMr.
Mr. Clarence Howe has returned home any tendency of a cold toward pneuWe hear that Rev. B. F. Turner will
and Mrs. Marshall Billings of
other*, 1Π moo** have been killed rooms failed to start the frost from the
& Co., E. P.
Shurtleff
monia. Sold by
tVaterford were at John Wood's last continue to supply the Baptist church as to Waltham.
legally and 96 killed Illegally, making a windows.
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Clark have return-1 Parlin, South Paris; Stevens, Oxford;
usual alternate Sabbaths. He is very
At Christmas uiany nice gifts were ji- reek.
total of 413 moo·· killed in the state this
I.ake Woman's Club will nnet much admired by all that attend hie 3d home to Saco.
Noyee Drug Store, Norway.
year. A large majority of tho·· killed changed, and many sad hearts mule 1 Norway
Z. W. Bartlett, Fred H. Cole, Sumner
ministrations.
[lad. Among others, must not bo over- with Mm. C. A. Stephens Jan. 15th.
illegally were cow· and îalw··
Jeff Russell and wife have been visit- Brown, Eugene Bean and J. M. Bartlett,
The potato dealers of Aroostook CounFrom the same source· of information ooked Mrs. Frank Bennett's gift to her
WEST BUCKFIELO.
ing their daughter, Mrs. R. G. Stephens, were at their homes here last week.
we learn that 10.3*) d«er hav· Seen hu*haod, a nice baby buy.
ty have organized an association, the
Mrs. Emma Bonney has gone
to in Portland.
Walter Powers has boen a great suf)bject of which is "to secure from the
legally killed thto yew.
ΓΓ
EAST WATERFORD.
Can making has commenced at the
I table lia ta to show the number illegally ferer for several weeks from a bone sore rurner to visit her father, Mr. Simpson.
transportation companies just and equal
Christmas
Burton
W.
Sanderson
corn
Miss Emily Hoyt is visiting her friend,
spent
on his thumb.
shop.
It made htm quite sick
killed
rights which it is impossible for individBates
to
it
<
Thursday.
home, returning
lal shippers to obtain without long deAt last accounts it was a little iertie Bonney.
There I· ao ladicstiM of caribou re- abed.
and
SOUTH
RUMFORD.
and
from
Charles
Currier
wife
Sanderson,
Lincoln
Clayton
better.
Josephine
The association is to be known
ays."
turning to the ·«»»·
Coleman Hemingway has been confined [iulu Mclntire returned to Bridgton is the Aroostook Potato Shippers' AsOur pastor's wife, Mrs. Congdon, is no ' lave made Mrs. Currier's parents, Mr.
The number of lf«ar· killed by parti··
to the house since Thanksgiving with Academy Tuesday.
better. She has been a shut-in for near- > nd Mrs. Al Ellwood, a visit.
lociation.
gnu led by registered guide· to Λ.
Wilma Millett is at South Waterford |
Clarence Googins of Turner Centre the grippe.
There wen |«U> guide· registered J ur- Ijr a year and has the sympathy of every
for Mrs. A. S. Hapgood.
Scnool
Dec.
over Sunday.
30th
and
ras
at
Thomas
the
vorking
began
>M.
Bradbury's
A CURE FOR LUMBAGO.
a
total
The·· have guided
ine Urn year
Will Chadbourne has transferred his
Miss Ethel Bradbury has returned to teacher, Miss Alice Lovejoy, from MilMr. O'Neil Hasting*, an aged man, reof «4,1*7 day·, an increase of 1.1*2 days
W. C. Williamson of Amherst, Va.,
ton, boards with Mrs. W. F. Clark.
ogging crew to a lot in Albany.
over last year
The number of residents tiding at Newry Corner, has been quite Ί 'urner Centre to school.
more than a year I suffered
Fremont Abbott is working in ScribFrank Millett is through working for tays: "For
Bert Auetin, Grace Austin and Will
I Anally tried Chamguided. 4,1A8; number of non-reaident* II from rheumatism for several weeks.
το m Lumbago.
at
A
aer's
is
Mr.
mill
dr.
and
home.
at Littlefield, just above the
Chadbourne,
Ë. B. Knapp has also been poorly of < lhasc were at Ε. B. Austin's through
10.43K.
berlain's Pain Balm and tt gave me ens
has
taken
Mr.
Millet?
Centre.
1 be holidays.
place.
Jpton
There were licenced Λ dealer· in deer ate.
ire relief, which all other remedies
Haskell A Rolfe are taking birch bolts
Lee Abbott is working at the Falls reAlberto Gatchell and family were up
Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Kilgore have
Sold by Shurtleff Λ
akin·. 1Λ camp proprietors, « ·»««·*
tad failed to do."
I
t
chair
at
South
Waterford
watch«s.
the
'
rum
Aubu.-n
Christmas.
factory
pairing
,
hunter* and trapper*, 42 tnxM·*- >rokeo up hjuse keeping for the winter,
men.
Jo., E. P. Parlin, South Paris; Stevens,
or the benefit of people In that vicinity.
Howard Miller ia helping W. F. Clark
Christmas
Farnur
at
Miss
Mae
le
has
to
and
his
wife
spent
gone
m H|
mm saioners licensed to
Magalloway
)xford; Noyee Drug Store, Norway.
ι 'hey will be sawed Into dowel·.
shop wood.
ο Augusta.
II taac Turner's.
tak· bird·.
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ISOLATION OF ACTOR8.

When you buy Cocoa
or Chocolate see that
the p&ck&ge bears

Condition· Wbleh Make the Prof··»
■Ion ■ World by Itself.
This condition, which from some Important points of view Is fortunate,
f.ora others unfortunate and from nearall Inevitable, Is unique Indeed.

ly

Here we have the only large class of
workers w!ilcb keeps the world at

OUR PREPARATIONS YIELD THE
MOST AND BE8T FOR THE MONEY

very terms οΓ their toil are brought
into constant personal contact with
parisliuiicrs. patients, clients or cusBven painters and sculptors
tomers.
must needs be in touch with tbelr pa-

trons.
Br.t t!:nt thin. Impassable row of
blnzin.T lamps which rims the front of
the stage accomplishes what the great
wall of China was built to accomplish.
Behind tliem is the sole "profession,"
In front of them the barbarous laity.
If the player desired to break down
the partition, he would scarcely be

able to do so.
From the more Important social gatherings which take place In the evening
both actress and actor are necessarily
absent. The actor may vote If he can
acquire a residence and contrive to be
in his own city on election day, but
It is impossible that he should take

any active part In politics or participate In preliminary meetings, caucus
es and rallies which are held at night,
and as to attendance at church, the
player encounters, In the first place,
Inseparable from his
the

difficulty.
wandering life, of making

connection
with a parish and. besides, in recent
to
years. Is almost constantly required
travel on Sunday, passing from α Saturday evening's performance In one
town to a Monday morning's rehearsal
in another.-Atlantic Monthly.
a

WALTER BAKER & CO. Ltd.

"Although I am a Marylander and an
Eastern Shore one at that," said an epicure from that state, "and consequentI
ly know what good things to eat are,
want to tell you that I'll have to take
off my hat to the lumber camp cook of
the upper Michigan peninsula as the
discoverer, fabricator and dispenser of

j=

STORES.

BLUE

Mark Down Sale of Winter

Clothing.—-

Λ chance

to clothe

now

price.

You need

months.

warm

for

yourself in good shape

January—February March—1-4

of the

year

All

clothing.

very small

a

very cold

are

our

Ulsters, Overcoats, Fur Coats, Reefers, Suits,
Trousers, Over Shirts and Underwear,
—

—

Call
be

and go away with

pleased

Boys'

on

bargain

a

Ulsters and

prices )

REMEMBER —we

under your

Cape

advantage

prices.

the

goods, get

See the

at our stores.

(Special

that will pay you to take

prices

will be closed out at

of.

You will

arm.

Coats—1-3 off

regular

prices

do first-class work at reasonable

in

our

DEPARTMENT. Come in and
talk with us about having a SUIT OR PAIR OF TROUSERS
made. Clothes repaired, cleaned and pressed.
TAILORING

CUSTOM

dish that knocks the Eastern Shore
cuisine silly. And that rare lumber
camp dish Is beaver tall soup.
"I was with Colonel Park of Columbus, O.. deer hunting In the Rainy ljike
region of Michigan one fall. We lived

a

ut a lumber camp boarding shanty.
"There were signs of beaver at the
nppcr end of the lake, and a trapper
succeeded in trapping one of the wily

DORCHESTER, MASS.

Established I 780

BEAVER TAIL SOUP.
A Mlchltcnn Lnmber Camp Delicacy
That Λ mured α Mary lander.

Τra.de.mark

our

arm's length. Clergymen, physicians,
lawyers, architects, merchants, tradesmen and liil>orers of all sorts, by the

Noyes Company,

H.

F.

CASTORIA

dam builders.
"When the beaver was brought
camp, the camp cook went nearly wild,
and so did the lumbermen when they
heard the news, all because they had
been trying to trap a beaver for weeks,

NORWAY.

2 STORES.

SOUTH PARIS.

_j9

Bears the

For Infants and Children.

s,gnâtore

Tin KM You Haie Always Bought

*

//^/i

not for its fur, but for Its tall, as they
were pining, they said, for beaver tail

soup.
"The cook took that broad appendage
of the beaver, mailed like an armadillo,
took from it the underlying boue and
meat, and from it made such a soup as
never came from any other stock at the
beck of the most expert and scientlflc

HILLS,
Optician.

VIVIAN W.

Jeweler and Graduate
Lowett Prices in the

chef that ever put a kettle on.
"We could do the same tiling and
perhaps better on the Eastern Shore,
but we lack one thing. We haven't got
the beavers to yield us their tails."—

County.

Supplies,

Cameras and Photo

Wholesale and Retail.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

New York Sun.

An I'gljr Tie.
the great but ill favored
French tenor, was once walking from
the Grand Opera House in Paris with
the baritone Baroilhet, who was not an
Apollo either. They happened to meet
Perrot, the dancer, a mun of very great
ability. twt short and thin and so ugly
that a manager once said he could never engage Perrot unless for the Jardin
des Plantes (zoological gardens), as be

Duprez,

engaged

no

NOW IS THE TIME FOR

either of you."
"You monkey," said Duprez. "this difference shall soon be settled." And, swing a stranger pass who api>eared to be
a gentleman. "Monsieur," said he, "will
you be so good as to arbitrate in a little

We

are

We wish

Next Door

Send

me

another bottle.

Phlneas E. Perkhie of Mound Center, S. D., says that before trying the
Snake Cure "he had not drawn a sober breath for twenty-flve years." Last
Sunday he drew several sober breathe,
greatly to the astonishment of his wife

and without injury to his health. He
expects a perfect cure—some time.—
Minneapolis Journal.

Had a Better Story.
"Did you see the account of that
flash of lightning that burned the hair
from a boy's bead without otherwise
hurting him?"
"I did," answered the cheerful liar,
"and I was pained to note the incompleteness of the story. Now, I happen
to know of a case that is really remarkable. The ligntning entered a barber's shop and not only undertook the
task of singeing a man's hair, but it
rung up the proper amount on the cash

regiiter."—Bxchaaae.

South

Oflice.

to Post

For infants and Children.

Paris, Maine.

Bears the

'""of™

February

Before going to New York in
free from remnants and odd lots.

I wish to have my slock all

beginning

For the Next Four Weeks,

Saturday, January 4,

You will find BARGAINS in Dress Goods, Kid Gloves, Jackets,
Skirts, Waists, Percale Suits, Ladies' Underwear, and
other things too numerous to mention,
In the

in

town.

spring

I intend to add

hope

And

to be in a

Yours

a

larger

condition

stock than has

to

please

ever

my many

been carried

customers.

respectfully,

Mrs. L. B. Andrews,
MAXIM

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

BLOCK.

EISTERX TKLKPHO.1i: 103-11.

Evangeline for $3.00

The

Is the New Boot for Ladies.

They

Dear Sir—Before taking your medicine I waa
too weak to qiank the baby, but now I can lick
my huaband. Heaven bleea yout

known.

place.

CLEARANCE SALE !

tonic:

This reminds one of the Shakopee
man who woe nearly blind and took
He
Dr. Sawyer's wonderful Elixir.
wrote:
Dear Str— Before taking your Elixir I could not
Yesterday I raw
aee aix inchea before my face.
wood. I feel that I ought to let tbeae facta be

Remember the

stock this season.

Tha Kind You Have Alwajs Bought

meager are the sky accommodations
of the average home relatively few
cun enjoy the luxury indicated in the

new

large

out our

CASTORIA

Value of Freuli Air.

Unaollrltrd Testimonial·.
A Wbeaton (111.) lady who had "tried
everything in vain until I commenced
taking your valuable remedy" has
written, If the Wheaton News can be
believed, the following testimonial to
a country druggist who is booming a

close

DRUGGIST AND PHARMACIST.

Sleeping In the open air tins passed

Such children in their plump beauty
and Infantile good nature are the best
possible witnesses of the efficacy of
the "open air sleeping cure." If cure It
may be called, since, more properly
speaking, It is a preventive instead.—
Portland Oregonian.

to

ERNEST P. PARLIN,

sibly decide," and went away touring
with laughter.

motto.
The number of persons who take to
tents and repose in hammocks swung
In the open air in the summer, however, increases eacli year. This is particularly true of young children, hundreds of whom during the past sumfrom stuffy
mer were emancipated
nurseries and given their naps on piazzas and balconies or upon the hand
breadth of grass plot diguitled by the
name of "dooryard" in city homes.

CHEAP.

VERY

difference of opinion between us'/"
"With pleasure," said the stranger,
"If I can."
"Well," said Duprez, "Just look at us
and say whom you consider to be the

the life limit of η fad aiul assumed
the projwrtions of a habit. It is, moreover, a growing habit, the motto of
which is "with nothing between you
and the sky." Only In summer is it
possible to push this habit to the extreme, of course, and even then so

New Bottles and Warranted Bottles

Selling

as

ugliest of the three."
The gentleman looked for some time
from one to the other and then said:
"Gentlemen. I give It up. I cannot pos-

bottles.

Water

monkeys.

Perrot told them the story, and, when
Duprez laughed at him, Perrot said:
"Why, surely you need not laugh. If
I am ugly, I am certainly not so ugly

Goodyear

are

Welt.

All kinds of stock

Vici Kid, Enamel and Tuxedo.
and wear well. There is

perfectly,
We

Norway

want

you

to see

them.

They
none

:

look

Box

better for the

To be had

only

Calf,

nice,
of

tit

price.
ua

in

and Paris.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.
«4-EASTKHN TELEPHONE

lift.».

F. W. FAUNCE, Saleeman.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives noth e that he ha·
gives nutlcc that -he been
duly appointed administrator of the
executrix of the last
estate of
CHARLES L. BLACK, late of Canton,
In
tho
of
late
Paris,
CUM
MINGS,
JOSKPHC.
and given
having In the County of Oxford, deceased,
County of Oxford, deceased.^All
All ft
persons having
saidpersons
deceascd are ι bonds as the law directs.
and
for
same
settlement,
to present the
10
Ρ*Γ
ment Immediately·
ment Immediately.
vmmat
cum MINGS
T.CDBaiSUS.
EMMA
Dec. 17th, 1901.
|
JOHN P. SWASEY.
|1Uli le01/
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby
has been duly appointed
will and testament of

—

deïïred

^DM=ÎS°arerCq

NOTICE.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby rives notice that be
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has' have been
the last
of *oe
duly appointed executor "
been duly appointed executor of the last will will and testament of
and teatament of
LUCY Α. Β ARROW*, Isle of Paria, In lb·
I
In
(he
of
late
8USAN C. KEEN,
Oxford^
County of Oxfonl, deceased AU persons having
County of Oxfonl, deceased. All persons having demands
the estate of sal·! deceased are
demands against the estate of said deceased are desired toagainst the same for settlement, and
present
desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted
are requested to make paythereto
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay- ment In
mediately.
ment Immediately
EDGA R F. BA RRUWS.
Dee.
1901.
17th,
JOSIAH E. KEEN.
Dec. 17th, 1901.

/

Oïfovd

ïhe

flcraocrat.

SOl'THJ'ARIS.

•

SOCTU PARIS POST omet.
iiBcc Hours: β Λ) to 7 ΛΟ Α. M; .-.Ou

1*1

P. ».

UiU.NI)

M.

a.

to

RAILWAT.

TRUNK

CvnaMMbg November 1,1901,
Τ

ΚΛΙΝΗ

LEAVE

SOUTH

PAR!»

Μ., (dally, Sundays InM., 4 (t c M
Going up—10:1*' A M., 3:38 p. r., 8 00 P. M..
»1ly, Sundays Included). Sundav only, 9:16

Going down—β:ί>3

cluded). »:3υ

Α.

Α.

a. M.

CHURCHES.
Rev. W. Ε.
KlrM Congregational Church.
1>.
(>., pastor. Preaching services, 10 AS
Brooks,
m. and 7 :«*» p. M.; Sunday School 13 h.; Y.
1*. S C. K. at β P. M ; Church prayer meeting oc
o'clock. AU, not otherTuesday evening at Τ
«rl-o connected, are cortlally lnvlte«l.
Methodist C huich. Rev. A. W Pottle, Vaster.
prayer rooting, »:3i! a.
sundav,
m.; preaching •service K> 45 A.M., Sabbath School
1." vi., Kpworth league Meeting, 6 15 p.
•venlng prav r meeting Τ P. m.; prayer meeting
rue»· lay evening; classmeeting, Frldav evenlr.g
BaitM Church, Rev. T..J. Ram-dell, Pastor.
Sab'»·■ -ay, preaching service Ιο·4Λ a.
bat*: — γμκ>Ι li Μ., praver meeting 7 .Ό!) p. r.;
prayer meeting Tuesday evening.
STATED REET1NUS.
1

of each month.
I» of R.— Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, No.
3i>, meet- second and fourth Fridays of each
month In Odd Fellows' Hall.
1>. A. R.—W. K. Kimball Post, No. 14?, meets
flr-t aud third Saturday evenings of each
munlh. In U. A. R. Hall.
W m. K. Kimball Relief Corps meets first
an t third Saturday evenings of each month. In
Relief Corps Hall.
P. of H.—Parts Grange, from May 1 to <X*t. 1,
m.-ets second and fourth Saturday; during the
In
ret; aluder of the year, meets every
Grange Hall.
t". O. G. C—Second and fourth Mondays of
each month.
Ν. £. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
meets second and fourth Wednesday evenings
of each month.
K. of P.—llamlln Lodge, No, 31, meets every
Friday evening at Pythian Hall.

Saturday,

Carroll

Bryant's

Edwards
Pond.

spent

Mrs. J. R. Bennett is
tives in Bucktield.

Sunday

visiting her

supper
Public

Jan. 11, at 7:30 o'clock.

The receipts at the South Paris post
office for the year 1901, show an increase
of more than five hundred dollars over
Rev. E. W. Pierce returned to South
those of the previous year.
Paris last week, after supplying
^the
Judge Wilson was able to be at his
pulpit for several Sundays in West
office for two or three days last week,
Swanzey, Χ. II.
but was taken worse again Friday night,
The Seueca Club will hold a special
and is still confined to the house.
meeting Tuesday afternoon at half-past
four with Miss Sue Wheeler.
This is the week of prayer, and union
Members
please try to be present.
meetings will be held at the several

churches—Monday and Thursday evenings at the Congregational church, Tuesday and Friday evenings at the Baptist,
Wednesday and Saturday evenings at

to
committee chosen Sunday
consult with the officers of the Good
Cheer Society are requested to meet at
J. D. Haynes' Tuesday evening of this
the Methodist. All meetings open at
week at 7:30 o'clock.
7:30 o'clock.
Principal Eaton of the high school,
As Leander Swan and daughter Abbie
who is ill at his home in Auburn, is
were going to grange meeting on Satursomewhat improved, but is not able to
day last two of the village boys were
resume his work yet, and the vacation
down Clark Hill on a double
will be extended through the present coasting
runner.
They seemed unable to guide
week.
their sled, and went directly in front of
The Pythian Sisterhood will give a the horse. She jumped to the right and
supper and entertainment at the K. P. ran square over the boys and sled, which
Hall Wednesday evening, Jan. 8, at 6:45 overturned the sleigh, and left the peoo'clock. Supper and entertainment fif- ple and other contents of the sleigh in
The horse was
teen cents.
All are most cordially in- Mr. Brett's dooryard.
vited.
brought to a standstill out back of Mr.
Brett's buildings uninjured. Fortunately
The usual meeting of the Good Cheer
This
all escaped with a few bruises.
at
as
usual
will
be
held
Engine
Society
might serve as-a warning to those who
House' Hall Wednesday afternoon of this slide
in the streets.
week. The next supper and entertainment of the society will be held next
COUNTY BUSINESS.
Tuesday, Jan. 14th. at Grand Army Hall.
The county commissioners were in
three days as required
Reserved seats and course tickets for session last week
in that time closed up what
the People's Popular Course at the by law, and
for the year, and
Methodist church can be secured at the business still remained
with the county treasoffice of Dr. C. L. Buck, on or after in conjunction
the annual financial stateWednesday, Jan. 8, at 9 o'clock. The urer prepared
which will be printfirst lecture will be given Wednesday ment of the county,
The
ed iu pamphlet form at once.
evening, Jan. 15, by the Rev. Η. E.
the total receipts
Dunnaik of Augusta, subject, "En- statement shows that
were
the
for
$42,»f the treasurer
year
thusiasm."
1*77.">7, including cash on hand at the
The pulpit was supplied at the Baptist beginning of the year, and temporary
church on Sunday by W. B. Chase of the loans, and the expenditures for all purS'ewton Theological Seminary, who is poses were $33,816.88, leaving cash on
He liand to the amount of ?7,100.09.
η his last year in that institution.
The
bas been spending a portion of his vacajutstanding temporary loans of the
of
:ioo with his uncle. Elmer B. Austin
>ouuty have been reduced in amount
Suck field. No move has yet been made *5,000, and the difference against the
;oward securing a pastor in place of Rev. :ounty on the balance sheet about the
For the present the mine amount.
Γ. J. Ramsdcll.
The statement of condi-hurch will depend upon supplies.
:ion is as follows:

>1.—Paris

A A.

The Relief Corps will have a
and social Saturday evening.
invited. Usual price, 15 cents.

The

Lodge, No. 'J4. Regular
meeting Tuesday evening on or before full moon
I. ·>.ι). F.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet
Aurora
n„·», Thursday evenln* of each week
Κ .uni ment, first and third Monday evening
h

Miss May Fogg of Gorham, Ν. H., was
Mrs. Ε. H. Cummings and Mrs. Wirt
Stanley spent Sunday with Mrs. I.izzie a guest of Mrs. Herman Wilson a few
Virgin at Saco.
day* hist week.
The annual meeting of the CongregaThe University Extension Association
tional parish will be held this Monday will meet at Henry Fletcher's Wednesafternoon at 1:30.
day evening of this week.
The officers of Paris Grango will be
The Paris Public Library Association
installed next Saturday. All officers are will hold its annual meeting at the
requested to be present.
library rooms, next Saturday evening,

at

rela-

Miss Annie Tuttle of Runiford was
the guest of friends here a few days last

geek.

Xoyes, who went into the
Empire Laundry at Lewiston with II.
D. Sic A lister, has given it up and returnMaurice

ed to Paris.

Miss Grace A. Thayer is in the Norway post office temporarily, taking the
place of the assistant. Miss Paragard,
during the latter's illness.

LIABILITIES.
Modern Woodmen of America, Camp
Special train and very low fares from <o. 10307, was instituted in South Paris Hon«letl Indebtedness,
$30,000.00
7,500 00
lo'tne,
South Paris and Norway to "Uncle it Goldeu Cross Hall, on
reni|»or(»ry
even790 22
Tuesday
a
I
anil
llowe
unpaid,
Terry" at Music Hall, Lewiston, Wed- ! ng. Dec. 31, by District Deputy H. C. 1)1.Is
178.45
>ue state, taxe» ool'ected,
280.48
ncs.lay evening, Jan. 15th. See bills for ' teed.
Law
fori
Jue
Ox
Library,
The following officers were
particulars.
< ilected and installed:
$38,749.15
The patrons of the assembly Tuesday
Veterabie Consul—C. I·. Buck.
KkSOI'KCkS.
the
out
and
Worthy A>lvlser—C. R. Newell.
evening danced the old year
Clerk-E.J Swan.
I )ue from statu tax, on
new year in, and enjoyed themselves so
Κ scellent Ranker—F. Ε. Kimball.
wild Ian·le,
$3,03-2.18
well that the party did not break up
Escort—W. Ο. Reconl.
907 58
I Tnpat'l county taxes,
vhyolclan—J G. LlttlefleM.
< .'ash In treasury.Jan.
until a late hour.
Watchman—L. w. Winslow.
7,180.19
1.1902,
Se- trv—R. E. BrWfchnra.
Mrs. Kate Linder of Mankato, Minn.,
Manager for 1 year— W. Ρ Maxim.
arrived here Wednesday morning for a
$11.100 45
j car«—S. G. KMer.
··
"
>h<>rt visit to her mother, Mrs. Ellen
3 year»— E. P. Parlln.
Skillings, and sister, Mrs. George A.
$27,648.70
Liabilities above resources,
At the annual meeting of the Oxford
Briggs. Mrs. Skillings will accompany
P. of H., Mutual Fire Insurance
balance against the county last
The
lounty
her when she returns home.
'ompany, Dec. 28, the following officers ear was £10,672.00.
At the annual meeting of the South \ rere elected:
The commissioners decided to add anevenAs is
last
Paris Baptist church,
>ther tier of cells to the jail.
Η I». Hammond—PreeMent
Monday
Chi;». Ε war>ls— Secretary an«l Trea urer.
mown, the jail was built for two tiers of
ing, the following officers were chosen:
>
W.
D.
H.
G.
C.
U.
Haiunioml.
xuar<t.
Q. PerI>eacons—Percy E. Lowell, Emery E. Ronney. h" am. Geo. W. Berry. Fret Rowe. L. L. Phll.lps, ells, but only a one-story "cage" was
Clerk—George B. Crockett.
mt iu. with six cells and accommodatH n<l T. Β W. Stetson, Directors.
Treasurer— Percv E. Lowell.
was
Ί 'he secretary's report shows that more og twenty-four prisoners, as that
Soliciting Committee—F. W. Bonney.
Since the develufficient at the time.
' usines» has been done during the past
an
exW.
W.
Hew.
Hooper preached
opment of Rumford Falls the number in
ear than there has before for years,
o\>nt sermon to a large congregation in
he jail has at times run up into the
' 'he company has been very fortunate in
New Hall Sunday afternoon. He will be
1 >sses, having to make only one assess- hirties, and the second tier of cells is
here again next Sunday afternoon and
* etting to be a necessity.
11 leut during the year.
hi> text will be, Is It Worth While? Mr.
An Eastern telephone will be put into
the
answer
was
will
also
of
the
theme
"The
Art
briefly
quesOptimism"
Hooper
t he sheriff's office.
tion: "What will become of the man υ f the new and very excellent lecture
The jailer's report shows 20 prisoners
who lives a good life for years and yet .■ iven by the Rev. R." J. Haughton at the j >ec.
31, 1900, and 20 Dec. 31, 1901. The
• lit.·* without
j lethodist church on Wednesday. The r umber
joining the church*.'"
committed during the year was
s peaker was greeted by a
good sized j *>9.
Of this number 158 were males,
Miss Florence W. Lowell of Auburn,
in the
from many friends
a udience
Fifteen
nd 140 were of foreign birth.
formerly assistant in the high school, 8 sveral churches in the
place. From be- v fere under 21 years of age. The numhas been the guest of Mrs. Walter L.
held
the
to
tinish
the
speaker
j, er committed for drunkenness was 96,
• ray for the past week.
Wednesday 11 inning
udivided attention of his audience. a ml for the sale of liquor 22.
Six were
afternoon they gave a four o'clock tea.
^ [r. Haughton is an easy and forcible s »n te need to state
during the
prison
The dining room was prettily decorated
8 peaker and well adapted to the lecture
v ear.
|J
Mrs. Barnes and Mrs.
with evergreen.
latform. At the close of the lecture
C. W. Bowker poured tea and chocolate '
'' is friends tendered to him and his wife
CENTENNIAL
THE
WEBSTER
diswere
and served sherbet, which
reception in the church parlors below,
The centennial of Daniel Webster's
pensed to the guests by Misses Elsie ?' he
Schubert Quartette favored the ocBolster and Ruby Clark.
rmcipalship of Fryeburg Academy was
c is ion with several selections which addelebrated at that place Wednesday, an
The field secretary of the I'nited So- e ;1 much to the pleasure of the hour.
I istorical address on Webster being decietv of Christian Endeavor, Rev. Clarthe trusis to
Firet-cU.se, is the unanimous verdict vered by A. F. Lewis, one of
ence E. Ebcrman of Pennsylvania,
t ses.
a ο Γ the audience regarding tlie présentain
about
in
Maine
a
week
spend
Mr. Willard, the principal of the acadmonth, and his first date is at South t on of the drama "T ries," bv the senior e
iny, made the opening remarks and
evenParis, where he will speak on the after- c lass of Paris IIi«h School, Friday
Webster were
His ii >g. The young people had been re- h rief declamations by
noon and evening of Jan. 28th.
11 lade by the senior class.
other appointments are at Lewiston, li earsing under the direction of Albert
Prof. W. A. Robinson of the Boston
Waterville, Bangor and Portland, with I ». Park, and did credit to their training, I atin School,
spoke of Webster as an
a single
meeting each at Good Will I α what may be termed the mechanical i* Jucator and the history of his services
e xecution of the play, it was perfect*
is
Eberman
Mr.
Yarmouth.
Karni and
a t r ryeburg Academy, from the academy
said to be a magnetic speaker and of t are was not a prompt, or an instant's
r ecords.
or hitch of any sort, from begind
t'lay
as
an
organizer.
great power
There was music by the academy
ing to end. It was well cast, and well
Miss (.race Stuart, iu the 0 re lestra and a poem by Miss Susan M.
George A. Bolster of Albion, Mich., has
;l
been here visiting his father, Capt. H. ^ tie role, was especially pleasing.
The * kalker.
A letter was read from Hon. U. B.
Ν Bolster, his first visit to South Paris n lusic for the evening was bv Shaw's
a
is
Bolster
Mr.
» ■arrows of Boston, referring to Mr
iti seventeen years.
4 re nostra, ami they never played better
at
Bunker Hill
this
oration
an«l
\
Ubster's
successful commercial traveler,
{ îe excellence of their work being much
is the opinion, sincere in both tone and
There was a good <- liarlestown, Mass., in 1843, which Mr.'
>mmented on.
wording, if somewhat urconventional, j( ouse, and the class realized quite a 1 ■arrows heard.
After the centennial exercises came to
expressed to the Democrat by one of the jj tt'e sum, which will be used toward
a η end, an adjournment was made to
older citizens of South Paris: "And I'll
iag their graduation expenses.
ay
tie girls' new dormitory, where lunch
bet you that the house he travels for
The last prayer meeting of the Bap- ν ras served.
net correct returns from him every time,
could
for I kuew him as a boy, and I
t st church led by pastor Kev. Τ J
DOUBLE WFDDING
tell something about what was in him." j, ainsdell was held Tuesday at 7 ρ m
There was a very pretty double wedgood company were present and the
Λ W. Walker ά Son began cutting ice
s pint prevailing was pregnant with feel- i] mg at the M. E. parsonage, West Taris,
Wednesday, on the cove beyond the 11 lgs
The ceremony was performed
of love and tenderness for the pas- J an. 1st.
Park Street bridge, which is the only
1 )r who ha<! led them so long and who t ν Kev. K. A. Rich, using the ring serice
cleau
where
river
on
the
good
place
The contracting parties were
After the ν
v as to leave them so soon.
is to be had.
They are supplying the
meeting a reception was tendered J Ir. James Robinson of Paris and Miss
farmers there, and tilling thir house in Ρ rayc*ι
1 ie pastor and wife, and a rich surprise I .the I. Mayhew of Sumner; Mr. Walter
Walkerville. The tield is not large
J '· Chandler and Miss Mary A. Mayhew
* as in store for them, of which thev
enough te» till their house at the bridge, ■ new nothing.
Regardless of the storm Î oth of Sumner. The brides were sisso they will let it freeze up again for that.
Mr. Chandler and wife left on the
* ud wind a large party had assembled to t tfrs.
The ice taken out is sixteen to eighteen
them farewell and God speed. After t rain Jan. 2d for Lynn, Mass., where he
id
or
inches thick. With twenty
thirty
II were received a social time was eu- i to go into business.
teams hauling, the ice field and the
J •yt'd after which there were solos by
been
have
in
the
roads
PERSONAL.
lively Ir. Sessions and Miss Grace DeMott.
vicinity
places the past few days.
hocolate and fancy crackers were servB. Walker McKeen, whose office as
During the year liH)l there were re- e it. Then a presentation speech bv
corded in the town clerk's office the ι •eacon Geo. B. Crockett, in which many s ecretary of the State Board of Agribirths of 43 living children in the town v ords of endearment and love were ex- c ulture terminated with the old year,
of Paris.
aft for Minnesota on Friday, where lie
For the same year 30 tnar- j resseil. The gift presented was a solid
riayes were recorded as solemnized in y old hunter case watch and chain. The * 'ill engage in agricultural work which
town, besides i· solemnized in other y au h was inscribed, "Presented to Kev. , 'ill keep him employed through the
places, but recorded here because one or ·| '. J. Kamsdell, by members of the \ finter.
There sj outh Paris church and friends, Dec. 31,
Wth of the parties resided here.
A spinning mill is to be established at
were 4"> deaths.
Of four of these the j 001." It was a surprise and yet not
I tichmond, the stockholders being resiage is not recorded. Of the other 41 the * ill prise, as the pastor expressed himself,
ents of Richmond, Portland, Boston,
average age is 49, there being 22 above f jr his Hock in the past had so kindly c
The capital stock
There are in r amembered him in similar ways. The a nd Concord, Mass.
that age and 19 below.
will be $75,000 full paid,
addition recorded the names of 9 per- j astor s wife was presented with a beau- t f the company
* nd
the directors have also voted to
sous who died elsewhere and were burt iful gold brooch and china berry dish I
of bonds for imied here, but only two or three of these s inee Mrs. Ramsdell has been known in μ «sue $00,000 worth
irovements and working capital. The
were residents of this town at the time
t he capacity of the pastor s wife, she has I
1 •roducts of this mill will be special high
of death.
? ron the love and esteem of the people
t ;rade Egyptian and combed Sea Island
a nd in the coming separation from them
The officers of Mt. Mica Lodge, I. O.
for which there is a well estab3 nd her childhood home she will carry 11 breads,
O. F., who are to serve for the coming
The mills will be put in
ished trade.
λ ritli her the kiudest wishes of all. After
Thursday
installed
evening
year, were
ondition to run as soon as possible.
3 short social intercourse the last
The
G.
D.
D.
*M.
by A. E. Shurtleff.
yes were spoken and all departed to
full list is as follows:
The tinal team from Bates to meet the
heir homes.
Dob
te.
Ν G.—Ellis
larvard seniors in debate has been
V. G.—c. L. Buck
hosen with these members: C. LinA smash-up made considerable
K. Sec.—C. H. Howard.
« itement about 10 o'clock
Friday fore- rood Beede, '03, of Lewiston; Ε A
Rec. Sec.—Ill J. Swan.
I
Treae —Horace L. Swan.
The incident began on Western < :hilds, '02, of East Dixfield, and J.
loon.
Κ S. Ν. G.—Κ. Κ. Kimball.
Mrs. E. A. Howe and herli tunnewell, '02, of Scarboro; while Ë. E.
< kvenue.
J- K. Murch.
L. S. Ν. G
Miss
Ethel Ellis, were
Parlln.
aiey, 02, of Auburn, will be alternate.
îster,
L'on.—Henry
Wanlen—A. E. DeCoeter.
Wongta* to their father, S. The date of the debate is the last of
teii™
H.
Dorr.
Chap.—Β.
® Mre. Howe stopped for
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R. S S.—H W. Hllller.
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< ■all Miss Ellis drove along, ami
L. S. S.—Daniel C. Swift.
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Hollle.
R. S. V. G.—L.
NEW CENTURY COMFORT.
ision occurred between her team and
L. S. V G.—L S Se—Ίυαβ.
.hat of Γhede Thayer, who was speeding I Millions are daily finding a world of
1. G.—Harry Β. Ilolden.
One thill .omfort in Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It
ns horse down the avenue.
Ο. G.—S. S. Heal'l.
>f the sleigh was broken, though not so ! tills
pain from Burns, Scalds, Cuts
The annual meeting and roll call of
is to drop apart, and the horse jumped
the Congregational church
Tuesday lud started to run down Gothic Street Bruises; conquers Ulcers, and Fever
k>res; cures Eruptions, Salt Rheum,
evening, was made a very pleasant and >ut went only a short distance
"β an" Felons; removes Corns and
social atfair. At 6:30 a chicken pie supMiss Ellis pulled him down and got him I kVarts. Best Pile cure on earth. Only
per was served, to which 140 members
who
seen the
had
Mrs.
Howe,
Î5 cents at at F. A. Shurtlefl 4 Co's
of the church and parish sat down. juieted.
iccident, hurried out and got in with I south Paris; Noyes Drug Store, Nor
After this, the pastor. Rev. Dr. Brooks,
and
they drove around way, drug stores.
ier sister,
presiding, a mixed programme of busi- through Church Street. Just as
ness, music ami speaking was well car:urned into Pleasant Street Mr. Thayer, HEADS SHOULD NEVER ACHE
ried out. The minutes were listened to,
*ho had driven around the other
Never endure this trouble. Use at
and officers' reports read and approved.
1 lrove down
by at full speed, and at jnce the remedy that stopped it for
< >fficers were elected for the coming year
a
sudden
horse
gave
1 light of him their
of Winnie, Va., she
as follows:
around Mrs. N. A. Webster
jurnj This threw the sleigh
writes "Dr. K'ng's New Life Pills wholly
Clerk and Treasurer—T. A. S iurt!eiT.
and
road
rail
ectric
tipped :ured me of eick headaches I had sufferigainst the e
I>ea<-on» for three year»—Henry Kobe», Alfred
H. Jacfcuon.
t over, throwing them both out and! ed from for two
years." Cure Headache,
The
horse, I
them
StamllnK Committee—H. X. Roister, J. F
considerably.
iruising
Constipation, Biliousness. 25 cents at
Hlummer, Thorn m S. Barneeoff
went
there
some,
liter circling
F. A. Shurtleff A Co., South ParisShurtleff's
The Sunday School officers were not :he street. Just below
Store, Norway, drug
and hooking on to I Noyes Drug
the
sidewalk,
to
took
elected, but will be after the prayer
in front
posts
1 jne of the
hitching
7.
on
Jan.
meeting
Tuesday evening,
It would look as if the state comleft a good part of I
Remarks by Capt. II. N". Bolster on the >dd Fellows Block,
missioners of pharmacy gave a good stiff
there. Then with what was
the
sleigh
of
and
the
their rechurch,
by
early pjutors
down across I examination, as they state in
Deacon S. K. Parsons on the early dea- eft of the sleigh she ran
89 persons,
the alley between I port that they have examined
cons were listened to with much inter- :he square, through
and of those they have registered 27 as
and
est, especially by the older members. Λ". A. Porter's building
as
qualified
three
than
apothecaries and nine
more
Headings by Miss Alta Walker and Miss Block, which is a little
assistants, making 3β in all.
Olive M. Stuart, songs by Mr. George A. feet wide, came back into the square
into the shed of N. D. I
COLD IN ONE DAY
Brings and violin solos by Mr. Carl Maple Street and
she was secured. TO CURE A
Brigjjs added much to the evening's en- Bolster Λ Co., where
Tablets.
after
Laxative
Bromo-Quinine
Take
at
all
not
frightened
did
appear
tertainment.
Mr. Harry Wheeler, ex- She
or
AU druggists refund the money if it
president of the Y. P. S. C. E., gave a the stopped, and had not a scratch
F. W. Grove's signature
was somewhat I fails to cure.
The harness
▼ery interesting talk on the work of that it rain.
F. A. Shurtleff A
25c.
a
on each box.
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At the end of a prosperous season, In the District Court of In
Maine.
the Dlbtrlct of
Bankruptcy.
when the people have got all the fall In the mattrr of
)
^
Yorl
Τΐιβ Portsmouth, Kittery and
work done, and are ready to resume CHARLES W. HANSON,J In Bankruptcy,
CHUSCnM
Rail
Eliot
and
the
Kittery
Railway and
Bumford, Γ-ankrupt. )
m.λ.ι»·1
reading matter for the long winter even- Toofthe
creditors of Charles W. ITane"n In the
ConKn-^on*l Church. R«v.
have been consolidated.
111-'«-out, Pastor w 1'^hln* service sunaa. ■» way
ings to come, the publishers of the Lew- County of Oxford and district a fore «.(Id :
10 lit a.
Sabbath School, M:W*·.
f
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ο
attention
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call
Notice
iston
Journal
desire
to
of
hereby jflvcn that on the 2Ut day of
The
state
board
registration
Prayer Meeting *18
Hanson
The Lew- Dec., A. D. 1901, the said Charles W. that
y medicine report that last year the] y their excellent publications.
the
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and
«■ '·
examined 78 persons and passed 74 ο f iston Journal is designed to supplement first meeting of his creditors will be held at the
the home paper, furnishing to readers Court House, tn South Paris, on the 8th day
I, them.
D. 1W2, at 10 o'clock in the
κ
the general state news as well as the of Jan, A. which
Ρlor. Pn»achlng ee.Tlce
time the said creditors may
forenoon, at
A recruiting party in charge of Lieut
[
It has from attend,
news of the whole world.
A.*.; Sabbath School, 12 *·» *· r·
their
claims, appoint a trustee, exprove
John R. Morris, U. S. N., is now „
meeting, 7 Λ0p. *·
to year made advances both in the amine the bankrupt and transact such other
year
'·
Pas'oi
«cve»t
Re*·
Methodist
nitecj
said
Çhurrh.
methods of producing the paper and also business as may properly come before
-g bbath Schoo: Maine to enlist landsmen for the L
Preaching 'eirlce, 10 Λ0 A.
States warships.
M.
in gathering news, so that no publica- meeting.
South Paris, Dec. 23.1901.
m"«
GEO. A. WILSON,
The Countess Castellane, born Anns tion offered to Maine readers contains
Referee In Bankruptcy.
Its
Gould, has given $250 toward the fundI nearly so much matter of interest.
V being raised at a private school in Boston plant, especially adapted to the proNOTICE.
duction of a first-class paper, enables
for Foxcroft academy.
In the District CouH of the United States fori
HT ATI D MEETINGS.
the publishers to present each week just
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
»
To succeed the late Samuel L.
r Jt A M
Kesular meeting of Oxford Lodg<
such a paper as is necessary to cover the
In the matter of
)
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MAX COHEN,
» Maaonlc
judge of the Kittery Police Court, news of the week.
J In Bankruptcy.
•
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
has been appointed.
Charles
Smith
C.
The pictorial service of the Journal
·
To the creditors of Max Cohen, in the
Mr. Smith is 24 years of age.
has proved a very popular feature, and County of Oxford nnd district aforesaid :
before' lull moon.
^
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this
has
Kennebec
lower
most
the
The
of
department has better facilities Dec,
;
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said Max Cohen
««■""«
A.
D. 1901, the
With was
been cleared, after a long job with tugs, than ever for illustrated service.
full moon.
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrst
,
_Reeular meetlni c of the
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held at the Court
will
his
local
of
creditors
of
correspondents, meeting
rough freeze which it got after its large corps
In South l'arls, on the 8th day of Jan.,
every
i the freshet, and the cold spell started a its full corps of staff writers at all prin- House,
\. I). 1902, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,at which
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
good new freeze. The tugs are now cipal points, its traveling correspondents, it is enabled to present every event claims, appoint a trustee, examineasthe bankrupt
on the Penobscot.
Frlday °f ^ j working
may properof interest promptly and in a very at- and transact such other business
come before said meeting.
A damage suit on trial at Skowhegan tractive
The Journal is at once a lySouth Paris, Dec. 23, 1901.
style.
P.—Reaular
\ came to a sudden conclusion, as it de- news, political, business, literary, misGEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.
veloped that a plaintiff and one of his cellaneous and family paper.
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witnesses had been talking to two
of
Since we adopted the feature
preNOTICE.
Judge Powers fined them $20 and «10, senting the agricultural section as a sepDistrict Court of the United States for|
discharged the jurors, and continued the arate sheet with the attention given to InthetheDistrict
of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
case.
has
this
feature
proved In the matter of the partnerGrange matters,
on the first Tuesday Evening
G. A. R& McDonald, !
These
Ellis
a
of
departments ship
great attraction.
The Gail Borden Condensed Milk Co.
In New G. A. R. Hall. Monthe Individual copartrers In f
of New York have purchased the entire will be maintained with increased vigor. which are W. Carl Ellis and ^ In Bankruptcy.
The price of the Weekly is two dollars Rody McDonald, and they in
merteln
Lodge. No.
property of the Maine Condensed Milk
Those subscribers who pay in ilvldually,
Sew G. A-R. Hall.on the first and third Wed- Co., with factories at Newport, Maine, a year.
motι
newlav evenlDge
Bankrupts
also entitled to a liberal
Parie Council, and Whitefield, Ν. Π., and will take advance are
To the creditors of Elds Λ McDonald, and
R· Han every Tuesday possession of the plants of the company premium, to be selected from the large VV. Carl Ellli and Rody McDonald In the County
jf <»xford and District aforesaid:
list which we offer.
Ε\βτηο*'ρ F-Elm Tree Colony. No. 1». meeU Jan. 9.
Notice is hereby given that on the l«th day of
At the same time, since the tendency
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Dec., Α. I). 1901, the partnership of Ellla Λ
been
lias
Ross
towboats
fleet
of
The
is to take more daily papers, we desire McDonald, the Individual
copartners In which
c c —Norway
Commandery. No. 247. sold to Charles W. Morse of New \ ork, to call special attention to the Lewiston ire W. Carl Ellis and Rody McDonald and they
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successful
fourth
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evenings
been
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Thursday
after
bankrupt,and
adjudicated
second
operation
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duly
having
Evening Journal. Its news, both local ndlvldually
hat the lirst meeting of their creditors will be held
jach month
on the Penobscot for forty-five years, and
is always late, fresh and it the Court House, In South Paris, on the 10th
general,
of which they have been in mocomplete. Every event in Maine is fully ! lay of Jan., A. D. 1902, at 10 o'clock In the
The town's voters are now thinking of forty
nopoly. The sale includes the steamers reported at the earliest possible moment. 'orenoon, at which time the said creditors
the annual meeting and election of town
attend, prove their claims, appoint a trustee,
Bismarck, Ralph Ross, Walter Ross and Besides the news of the Associated nay
ixamlne the bankrupt and transact such other
have been made as
Delta.
No
figures
correas may properly come before said
]
justness
Bank
we
have
National
ample special
employes
Tress,
to final purchase. The reported amount
and by the use of the tele- nceting.
•nioved a holiday January 1st.
spondents,
South
Paris, Dec. 17th, 1901.
is $40,000.
GEO. A. WILSON,
graph give all the happenings of the
Irvine Frost, who has for some time
The
JourReferee in Bankruptcy.
issue.
B.
in
each
C.
state
of
firm
the
shoe
facCummlnge
evening's
for
Belfast's
worked
It looks as though
not
t Sons at Bemis, returned the lirst of tory will be re-opened and operated by nal contains a history of to-day and
He will not return until Wright & Aldoes of Chelsea, Mass. of yesterday.
he week.
The price of the Daily is six dollars a
.prinp. He has been employed on the Their proposition is that they will buy
the machinery at a fair valuation and year by mail, or fifty cents a month.
2.1,000 feet of hemlock and Norway pine lumber,
The
of South Paris assists pav *1,000 per year rental if the citizens
Saturday Journal at points ( irlnclpally 2-Inch plank. Also about 1700 runleu-th
and
evening ilng feet of about ti-Inch poles, to l>e fullkind
>ostmaster Stiles at the office during the will loan them $30,000 at 6 per cent in- reached by the afternoon
of
Would take almost any
< f the tree.
ickness of Miss Paragard. Miss Para- terest.
About two-thirds of the loan is trains becomes more popular year by rood for the poles and pay prompt cash on
rard is sick with tonsilit s.
already pledged, and a committee will year. The terras are but $1.50 a year. J ellvery.
L. W. SMITH, Canton, Maine.
At the regular meeting of Norway canvass among the business men for the The Wednesday and Saturday Journal,
furnishing a semi-weekly paper, costs
18,1. O.O. F., Tuesday eveu- balance.
were elected:
Send for
the reader but S2.Ô0 a year.
an. the following officers
The annual statement of Hon. S. W.
Ν Ο.—M L. Kimball.
sample copies.
In order to make room for a larger stove I
insurance
state
commissioner,
Carr,
v. u —Ε. H. Allen.
Orders addressed Journal, Lewiston,
ffer for sale the cook stove now In use in my
shows $16,520.00 was received during the
will receive prompt attention.
Maine,
itchen. Piped for hot water; takes 2 foot wood;
vear. which beats all records against
Can be
ew linings; copper hot water tank.
The following shows
Λ· 1 '■'·"·· S13,50S in 1900.
Λ (ilhn;ine of TennyMon.
9 cen In use at ANDREWS HOUSE, South Paris.
nd C. 8. Alters.
receipts: Licenses to companies,
the
mobbed
of
by
being
W. M. SHAW.
Apprehension
In the Encampment, Wildey Encamp- $4 230; 4,589 agents, $11,036; 103 brokvulgar" amounted, as is well
aent No. 21, 10.0.F, the following ers, $1,030; two special brokers, 840; "profane
the
with
(
four examinations, $80; one statement, known, almost to monomania
,fficers were elected Friday evening.
*
C P.—S. M. Lovejoy.
*25; one charter, $20; miscellaneous, poet Tennyson. Many good stories are
Oxford and adjacent counties.
Salary orf
H p.—L. H. Cushman.
in illustration of this weakness of
$43,50.
told
jmmleslon. Address
S W-G. W. Richardson.
THE VICTOR OIL COMPANY
will perthein
best
of
of
the
One
his.
W;_B. H. Allen.
Frank H. Pcavey, the millionaire ownCleveland, Ohio.
Scribe—C. U. Mason.
who died at haps bear repetition.
er
of grain elevators,
Lord Tennyson was taking a country
G. A. Cole and C. H. Chicago Monday, Dec. 30, was a native
DO YOU WANT IT·.'I
of Eastport. He was credited with be- walk with a friend, when a fellow
WE ARE NEVER Ol'T.
ur«
H
J
Bangs entertained the ing the largest owner of grain elevators creature was espied in the distance. , postal or telephone to us will bring
in
world.
In
the
if
not
laa.
in
*.
Club
the
Whtat
said
the
countrv,
Married Ladic.'
poet.
"We must turn back,"
ou a supply promptly.
memory of his parents Mr. Peavey gave "That fellow means to waylay us."
Vednesday evening.
the
to
the
at
a
beautiful
ball
building
library
public
The masquerade
Ilis companion persuaded him. how- / i.
louse Dec. 31st, was well attended. The city of Eastport some ten years since,
on their path. They
SOUTH PARK, ME.
donations ever, to coutinue
ostumes were unique and the music by and lias also made frequent
caught up to the enemy and passed j ;e, Coal, Cement, Lime, Ilair, Brick,
teams' Orchestra, of four pieces, first towards its support.
him. He took no notice of them whatSand, «fee.
The old year was danced out and
lass
Marshall Shears was drowned in ever. "What an extraordinary thing!"
new one in, when all went home,
SaturRoyal River at New Gloucester
"The fellow seems
;eling they had enjoyed an excellent day night. Shears was a man about t>0 cried the irate poet.
to have no idea who I am!"
no
had
as
known
far
and
so
years old,
Tuesday evening, Mr8·
relatives, and had been at New GlouI
ledge entertained the Young People s cester but a short time. Early in the A Jn|uui«'ne on JnpimeNt' Women.
women η ceruild at her home on Wm^r Street
the
the
Japanese
from
an
Among
was
there
outcry
evening
Saturday afternoon. Dr. F. L. Uixon direction of the river, and when the tain number have no reason to envy
f Lewiston, assisted by Dre. Barker and neighbors rushed to the rescue they the
the
is
European ladies in the matter of
radbury of this village, operated on found that Shears had disappeared under
white skins. When that whitepurely
for
append.ci[wton L. Kimball, Esq.,
the ice. As quickly as possible a hole ness Is slightly ruse colored, It is in
«
He has rallied from the operation
was cut in the ice and the body was reJapanese eyes the ne plus ultra of \ k'e have a Free Public Library but
underthe car· of a skilled nurse, covered.
Unfortunately, that beauty
beauty.
iss \da Monroe, of the Central Maine
you want books of your own.
JOHN'S LETTER.
The proportion of white
soon fades.
ospital, is doing as well as can be
to
is
It
The Zadoc Long Library
proving
skinned women Is about one in ten.
Β. S. Rideout was presented on be a veritable mine of literary wealth, is needless to say that this whiteness «
and is being drawn upon quite freely but Is held in
high esteem. As the proverb
We have dipped in
not universally.
has It. "A white skin covers seven misrn
frequently and as wo have had time. >» e fortunes," a rather doubtful Japanese
have struck nothing dull as yet. Irving,
a
loveliness.—
Hawthorne, Collins, Hugo and Cooper, way of appreciating Its
ο. 18, Κ. of P.:
were not subject to dull moments and if Taris Figaro.
C.C— A.L Sanborn.
A Certain Cure for Chilblain·.
they were they kept still about it and
V.C.—W. II- D. 5>mlth.
ρ
Pictures,
W e have
ainty Gift
did not afflict their readers.
Prelate—Η. K. Abbott.
Shake Into your shies A lion's Foot Ease, η
It
Victor
cures
Frostbites,
Chilblains,
Damp,
in
Hugo's "Ninety- powder.
just completed
and
Goods,
Kimball. Es·,
Kof Η
ami
Three." What a man for expression. Sweating, Swollen feet. At all Druggists
M', of F.—Ο. G. Mason.
25c.
the Stationer's line at low
"The Shoe Stores,
M of E.-'Uto Schnuer.
This is what he says of the sea:
M' at A.-A. H. Kcnerson.
sea never tells what it wants at the first
Some Foolish People
I o.-W. A. ï.ewK
onset. Everything lies concealed in its Allow a
ri G —H. L. Bartlett. M. D.
cough to run until It gets beyond the ρ
welcome whether puralmost
One
even
might
Trustee—A. H
trickery.
abyss,
reach of medicine. They often say, "On, It will
Rei>. to Grand Lodge—A. L. frocior.
affirm that it had a scheme. It advances wear away," but In most cases It will wear them
chasers or visitors.
In Pythian Sisterhood, Lake Lodgt,. and recedes; it offers and refuses; it away, f'ould they be Induced to try the successful medicine called Kemp's liaUam, which Is
o. 33, the following officers were elec
arranges for a storm, and suddenly gives sold on a positive guarantee to rurc, they would
I Friday evening:
Immediately see the excellent effect after taking
up the intention, it promises an abyss
threat- the first dose. Price 23c and 50j. Trial size fret.
C C.—Mrs. Eva Kimball.
and fails to keep its agreement;
all druggist*.
MAINE.
v till Κ FIELD,
V. C.-Mrs. Ε. E. Mlllett.
All At
ens the north and strikes the south
t·
Cook.
A.
I* C.—Mrs.
laborcorvette
Dd'tmbrr 7, lOOl.
the
nicht long
'Claymore
p*—Mrs. Leila Walker.
BORN.
D. M -Mrs. A. L Sanborn.
ed with the fog and feared the storm ;
M. of V -Mrs. Horace I Ike.
the sea had disappointed them in a
M of Κ.—Mrs .lames Pledge.
In Illram, Dec. 28, to the wife of Clement
It had drawn
savage sort of way.
M Si A.-Mrs. Timothy Heart
Hartford, a son.
In Ncwry, Dec. 25, to the wife of Frank BenA get M at A -Mrs. Thomas Golden.
storm in outline, and filled in the picture
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F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

kinds of Skirts.

Walking Skirts

to Order.

heavy Cloths we have, we make Walking Skirts
From 75c. goods, flare $3 59; flounce $4.19.
From $1 goods, flare $4.49: flounce $5.19.
all kinds of Fine Dressmaking and Ladies' Tailoring, and

as

To close all the

follows:

are turning
We do
>ut some of the best work in this section of the Suite.
It will
weeks.
Nntiro '—This special offer is for only two
Imnnrtant nonce.
impunani
brin(j jn many ordorgt ;in(l thoso who order fir8t
vill have the greatest assortment from which to select.

CyEaetern Telephone Connection.

SMILEY, Norway, Me.

[HOMAS

MEN'S SUITS
made of good cloth, trimmed with

Our line of black suits is

will be interested in.

strong

point.

at every

Black Suits

$7.50. $10, $12, $15

and

$16.

$5 upwards.

Neat business suits from

SON, I

^ood materials

experts into suits you

by clothing

and made up

Several lines of the liait, Schatlner &

Marx

suits.

H. B. FOSTER,

Î00K STORE

Mo.

Norway,

Eastern 'Phone

Holidays.

for

our

We are about to reduce our stock of Dress Goods, and this is the way we do
Any lady who wants a Skirt can have one made to order,—we furnish all
material—at prices below:
From 25c goods, Skirt complete $2,89. Fron 50c. goods, Skirt complete $3.89.
From 75c. goois Skirt complete $4.59. From $1 extra wide goo is, Skirt comp't. $5.39.
From $1 common width goods, Skirt complete $5.79.
Not finished inside quite
These prices are for the latest style llare skirts.
is our more expensive work, but fit as well as the best.
Special prices on all
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F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
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EVERY BOTTLE GUARANTEED.

For children
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once

If it does not prove satisfactory
money on return of the empty bottle.
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unusually large sale this season.
only way we can account for this large
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Cough Syrup
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F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

! F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
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Every Young Man

500 Books of Good Literature|
Good Binding at 25 cts,
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volume,

ίΗ:'.

Books,

Fancy

wishes to achieve
Success

Everything
prices.

O.—Mrs. Annie Watson
K. of K. A 9.—Emma Abbott.
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How fearfully realistic could Hugo be
at times. Πΐβ description of the battle

I G —Mrs. Annie Swan.
<). G -Mabel Warren.

ett, a son.
In Canton, Dec.

Smith,

20, to the wife of Charles
(II 1-2 lbs.)
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makes your hair crawl and your flesh

Do you remember the three
On Friday evening, Jan. 10, Mrs. Fred creep.
nike will install the officers of the children that were saved from the lire
The
when the tower was burned.
ieterhood.
T1^ey were tryMrs. Mary E. Lowell of Yarmouth en- children looked round
hen
Λ\
it
meant.
>ved Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. V. W. imr to find out what
men feel terrified, children are simply
ills.
is
Grace Bicknoll and Edward Cotton curious; he who is open to surprise
Lester Home not easily alarmed; ignorance is closely
ive returned to Colby,
Children have so
» Tufts Medical School and Fred Pratt allied to intrepidity.
Ilebron Academy after their holiday little claim on hell, that were they to
behold it, it would but excite their adication.
how
Geo. W. Wise of Auburn visited hie miration." And do you remember
they were saved and by whom? Hie
ster, Mrs. S. C. Foster, Sunday.
of the
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Bicknell of Buck- Marquis de Lantenac, the leader
and
eld visited at Mr. and Mrs. Everett F. Vendee, at the risk of his own life,
the first of the week.
they would guillotine him just the

MARRIED.
In East ntlslleld, Dec. 30, by Rev. M. Tuck,
Mr. Silas Dexter Nutting ami Mies Amy Ethel
Wardwell, both of Otlsfleld.
In Brownflelit, Doc. 25, by Kcv. N. Clough,
Mr. Ezra Danforth of Porter and MUs Fanule
Lillian Day of Cornish.
In lîlock Islam), It. I., Dec. 23, at the residence
of tho bride's father, Capt. Ranaforil A. Do<lge,
Horace N. Roberta and
by Rev II. A. Roberts,
Miss Florence A. Dodge, both of Block Island.
89
Blossom
No.
at
home
St., Lynn, Mass.,
At
after Jan. 1, 190J.
Kcv. K. A. Rich,
In West Parle, Jan. 1,
Mr. James Roblnaoo of l'arls and Miss Efilc I.
same
time an I place,
at
the
of
Sumner;
Mayhew
Mr. Walter M. Chandler and Miss Mary A.
Mayhew, both of Sumner.
In Oxford, Jan. 1, by Rev. F. Newport, Mr.
James N. Favor of Norway and Miss Annie E.
Hayes of Oxford.
In Bethel, Jan. 1, by Rev. F. E. Barton, Mr.
Fred Phllbrook of Bethel and Miss Lllla Cum·
mlngs of Albany.
In Lynn, Mass., Jan. 1, by Rev. Samuel B.
Stewart, Mr Hugh K. Moore of Paris and Miss
ilary E. Tcbbctts of Lynn.
In Anilover, Jan. 1, Mr. Charles L. Titus of
Cambridge, Mass., and Miss Susan I. MIHs of
Andover.
In Oxfonl, Jan. 1, by Roscoc F. Staples, Esq.,
Mr. Elmer McAllstcr'aml Miss Hattle Crockett,
both of Oxford.
In Mechanic Falls, by Rev. L. II. Clarke, Mr.
James Irving and Mlis Jennie Pride, both of

by

icknell's,

yet

orway Grange on Saturday afternoon,
11.
The village churches will observe the
sual week of prayer, commencing Mon»y evening at the Universalist church
t 7:30 o'clock; Tuesday and Wednesday
renings at the Baptist church; Thursay evening at the Methodist and Friday
irening at the Congregational church.
Annie E. Hayes of Oxford was married
) James N. Favor of Norway at the
isidence of the bride's parents, Mr. and
[rs. Cyrus S. Hayes, at Oxford WednesFavor reay, Jan. 1st. Mr. and Mrs.
dived many useful and pretty presents,
.fter a short wedding trip they will

And do you remember that uauvain,
hbe leader of the opposing force, set him
Free and put himself in his place and was
guillotined by his own? We are so little
iicquainted with that history that we
hardly know whether it be truth or
"He
This is the way it ends:
liction.
The infamous
was laid upon the plank.
collar clasped that charming and noble
head. The executioner gently lifted his
hair, then pressed the spring; the Oxford.
triangle detached itself, gliding first

Ε. E. Witt will install the officers of

an.

same.

slowly, then rapidly;
was

heard. At the

a

same

frightful

blow

instant another

report sounded; the stroke of the axe
Ceinwas answered by a pistol shot.
residence on Deering ourdain had just seized one of the
village. Their many pistols that he wore in his belt; and as

ike up their
treet in this
riends extend their best wishes.
Miss Sueie Walker celebrated her
welfth birthday Saturday with a very
party at hor home at which

ajoyable
jurteen guests

were entertained.
The annual meeting of the Universalist
'arish was held Thursday evening, Jan.
d, and the following officers chosen:

Freeland Howe, Moderator.
Charles F. Rldlon, Clerk.
Frank A. Han forth, Stephen B. Cummlngs,
r'llltam C. Leavltt, Parish Committee.
Mr·. F. A. Danfortb, Treasurer and Collector.

The several reports read by the parish
The reporte
fficers were accepted.
how the society to be in excellent finanial standing. A large number of new
lembere were voted into the parish.
The following officers were elected at
he annual meeting of the Congregaional parish:
Moderator— H. L. Home.
Clerk—Geo. W. Holme·.
Collector—A L. F. Pike.
Treas.—F. H. Noyes.
D. Andrews. C. N.
Parish Committee—S.
'irtibs, L. I Gilbert, W. F. Jones ana Ε. N.1

DIED.

Mexico, Jan. 2, Fernando C. Richards, aged
61 years.
In Rumford. Dec. 2d, Mrs. Colson Abbott.
In Rumford, Dec. 27, Mrs. Cervllla Abbott,
aged 89 years, 10 days.
In
the
Porter, Dec. 16, Lllla Rice, aged 26 years.
into
basket,
rolled
head
Gauvain'e
Bethel, Dec. 31, Elbrldgc 6. Wheeler, aged
Ceinourdain sent a bullet through his 76In
years, β months.
A stream of blood gushed
own heart.
In Jctt, Oklahoma, Dec. 9, Mr. Elhanan P.
of
from his mouth, and he fell dead. Thus Baitlett, aged 63 years, i months, formerly
these twin souls, united in their tragic Bethel.
In West Parle, Dec. 25, William Tabour, aged
death, rose together,—the shadow of the 75 years, 9 mouths. 5 days.
In Rumford Falls, Dec. 30, Infant daughter of
one blending with the radiance of the
Mr. and Mrs. M. Conway, aged S weeks.
other."
In Rumford Falls, Dec !5, Lottie Qulmby,
The dark places of the earth arc still aged 3 months.
In West Peru, Dec. 12, Mrs. Mary Amanda
Is the cruelty being
full of cruelty.
Walton.
softened? Perhaps so—in spots.
In Rumford Falls, Dec. 31, O. Marchand, aged
Joiin.
9 years.
In

Etlort,

FINDS WAY TO LIVE LONG.
K. BROOKS,
The startling announcement of a Disis
life
will
surely lengthen
Attorney at Law.
covery that
made by editor Ο. H. Downey, of ChuNotary Public.
ho
wish
to
"I
Ind.
state,"
rubusco,
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
New
Dr.
Discovery
"that
King's
writes,
foi- Consumption is the most infallible Collections receive my promt ispersonal attention
Remittances made day claim
paid.
Temedy that I have ever known for All
matters reported on promptly.
Coughs, Colds and Grippe. It's invaluable to people with weak lungs. Ilaving
this wonderful medicine no one need
dread Pneumonia or Consumption. Its
delivered at my mill, South
iwett·
relief is instant and cure certain." F.
Finance Committee—H. D. Smith, W. H.
A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Noyes
of regular size and
Paris,
[nowland and C. P. Barnes, Esq.
Music Committee—Mr. and Mr·. H. L. Home, Drug Store, Norway, guarantee every
for same.
V. H. Knowland.
50c and $1.00 bottle, and give trial bot- Will pay market
Pew Agent—Ε. N. Swett.
tles free.
L. P. HAWKINS, South Paris
Ushers—Eugene N. Swett, W. F. Jones, J. N.
rubbs, A. L.T. Pike, PblUp Stone, William
THE SECRET OF LONG LIFE
lorne and Boy Keene.
FOB SALE.
Consists in keeping all the main orThe ladies of the Universalist society
sows with pig. Call
few
A
in
young
the
of
regular
healthy,
body
will serve a chicken pie supper at Con- gans
House.
in
Andrews
and
deadly
at
destroying
quickly
;ert Hall Tuesday evening at 6:30 action,
Electric Bitters regulate
>'clock. The supper will be followed dieease germs.
and Kidneys, purify the
Liver
NOTICK.
Stomach,
>y a first-class entertainment.
blood, and give a splendid appetite. I Id the District Court of the United States for the
In liankruptcy.
Maine.
of
They work wonders in curing Kidney inDistrict
)
the matter of
Rev. Edward A. Mason of Dexter
Troubles, Female Complaints, Nervous
U. BRYANT, of
JOHN
} In Bankruptcy.
seen chosen field worker of the Maine Diseases, Constipation, Dyspepsia, and
Woodstock, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of John M Bryant, in the
State Sunday School Association, to suc- Malaria. Vigorous health and strength
aforesaid :
ceed Mr. I. N. Halliday, who has re- always follow their use. Only 50 cents County ofisOxford and district
Notice hereby given that on the 28th dav of
A
California.
to
Shurtleff
F.
A.
Co.,
John M. Bryant
said
the
:ently gone
guaranteed by
Dec., A. D. 1901,
that the first
South Par e; Noyes Drug Store, Nor- was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and
be held at Uic
will
creditors
hie
meeting of
way, druggists.
A CARD.
Court House, In South Paris, on the 18th
10 o'clock
day of Jan., A. D. 1902, at
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree
In tho forenoon, at which Umc tho said
Bfaaj School Children are Sickly.
their claims,
to refund the money on a 50-cent bottle
attend,
prove
for
Children,
creditors
may
Powder·
Sweet
Mother Gray'·
of Greene's Warranted Syrup of Tar If It UMd by Mother Gray, a noroe Id Children'» appointa trustee, examine the Bankrupt and
We Home, New York, break up Colde In 34 hour·, transact such other business as may properly
fails to cure your cough or cold.
cure reverUhneM, Headache, Stomach Trouble·, come before said meeting.
tlao guarantee a 25-cent bottle to prove
South Paris, Jan. β, 1902.
Teething Disorders, and Destroy Worm·. At
WilGEO. ▲. WILSON,
refunded.
or
money
all DrngglaU, 96c. Sample mailed TREK. Adlatisfactory
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ernest P. Parlln.
dreaa, Allen 8. Olmtted, Le Boy, M. T.
liamson Λ

ÇLAYTON

Wanted.

Poplar

price

encouraged.
only through etlort.

is

promiscuously.
to

moreover,

lead

to

issue, the young

a

worthy

Fortune does

success,

be

must

To attain that wisdom which will direct etlort to

a

not

wisely

successful

man

Should Read
what others have done and
learn to

Dyspepsia
Digests

profit

both

by

are

doing, study

their methods, and

their successes and their mistakes.

In his search for wisdom he will

soon

learn that in this age

competition, the successful business man is the judicious
and persistent advertiser. lie will therefore make a study of
advertising in all its phases.
To study advertising most successful!) he will require the
of close

what you eat.

'his preparation contains all of the
igestants and digests all kinds of
jod. It gives instant relief and never
lils to cure. It allows you to eat all
be food you want. The most sensitive
tomachs can take It. By its use many
housands of dyspeptics have been
ured after everything else failed. Is
nequallcd for the stomach. Childen with weak stomachs thrive on it.
'irst dose relieves. A diet unnecessary.

best text-book.

This he will

soon

learn is

Printers' Ink,

lures all stomach troubles
& Co., Chicago
teparod only by Ε. O. DeWitt
The $1. bottle conulnsZtf times the 50c. size

*'

a

journal

aptly
of Advertising."

for advertisers," which has been

Little Schoolmaster in the Art

termed "The

published weekly by Gko. I*. Rowem. &
10 Spruce St., New York, at $5 per year.
They will
you a sample copy for the asking.
It is

Gold Medal
at Buffalo!

li*

Co.,
send

Δη a'ivcrttrtlng expert of na'loiul reputation has aal<l : "American a-lvcrUMn»;
the l>eat In the world; l'EINTKRS* Ink hae ina>te It what It Is."

The Millions of

Good

wear

The

Sugar

Enough !

Trust has made the

public

New Year's Gift.
While the present basis of cost is
maintained we shall sell

i

Shoes are an Army
of Witnesses to
their Wonderful

Fitting
greatest

Qualities.

volume

patron-

of

ever

age

stowed

length

an

Bring in your Buckets.

be-

upon

article of

footwear, and
were

pounds of
Granulated Sugar for $1.00!
20

These shoes have received the

N.

Dayton

Fur Robes! Fur Robes!

al at Buffalo.

"They
Fit

where
Others
Fail!"

ANOTHER LARGE SHIPMENT OF WINTER ROBES JUST IN,
The

reason

why

I have had such

a

large

sale of robes this

because I have got the best robes at the lowest

season

is

prices.

TAMEIS 1ST. FAVOR,

J. F. Plummer,

agent for Paris and vicinity,
South Paris, Me.
31 Market Sq.v

Bolster &. Co.,

South Paris, Maine.

awarded

the Gold Med-

^as

Kimball;

aspiration

directed.

Kodol
Cure

Women who

comes

lavish her treasures

ALFRED COLE,

pianist—Mrs. Wm. Garey.

The

success.

one, and deserves to be

verybody

WlUlam;0»·

worldly

Sole

91

Propr.
MAIN STREET,
1

of the Tucker Harness Store,

NORWAY, MAINE.

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

"SHE BURNS GREEN."

THE FOREIGN POWERS.

according to
of the United States.
constitution
the
of latere·! to the ladle* I
Oorreapondesoe on topic· Kdltor
1 ▲ healthj condition of oar personal conHomtmiiiu
UaoBclted. Addreu:
our
Colukm. Oxford Democrat. Furl·. Mala».

For Bilious tad Nervous Disorders, such as
Wind aadlPala in the Stomach, Sick Headache,
Giddiness, Fulness and Swelling after Meals,Dizziness and Drowsiness, Cold Chills, Flushings of
Heat, Loss of Appetite, Shortness of Breath.iostiveness. Blotches on the Skia, Disturbed Sleep,
Dreams, and all Nervous and Trembling Sensations, etc. These ailments all arise
from · disordered or abused condition of the
stomach and liver.
BoooMM'· PUta, taken as directed, will
health. They
quickly restore Females to
promptly remove any obstruction or irregularity
of the system. For a
Weak Stomach, lapai red Digestion. Sick
Headache, Disordered Liver, etc.,
they act like magic—a few doses will work wonders upon the Vital Organs ; Strengthening the
Muscular System, restoring the long-lost Complexion, bringing back the keen edge of Appetite,
and arousing with the Kamaboa of Hoalth
tho who!· phyaicai mttorgy of the human
frame. For throwing off fevers they are specially
renowned. These are*' facts admitted by thousands, in all classes of society, and one of the
best guarantees to the Nervous and Debilitated
is that Boaehatm'a PUta Am tha

South Paris.

No. 400.—9q lurfd Word·.
L—1. A river in Africa. 2. A thought
8. Dregs, sediment. 4. A cardinal point.
II.—1. A position or situation. 2. The
3. Dry, withered. 4.
reverse of under.
A beautiful and useful natural object.

Frightful

Pianos and Organs,
Piano Stools,

complete

Covers
A NO

Books.

Instruction

a

I.
■■

Η

■

■

fl··
■

1 1
I

I

■

™

STOPPED FRCE
Permanently Cured fcf
KLINE'S CREAT
0R·
rn

K·

|J NERVE RESTORER

1>·6ι1ιΐv

kih*a*Uon

931 Arch Street,

OR.

ϋι*Μ>ι». Si VII». I'U!..
K. H MLI.«.U
r«u.<*«i MO.

Philadelphia.

ON

to close out odd

—

patterns and clean

Chas. F. Ridlon,

cleanses, soothe* andhcils
the diseased membrane.
It cure;» catarrh and dri*es
eu iy a Cold ia ti.0 lit-ad

BAUER'S

(Mai Calm is placcd Into the nostrils, spread»
over the membrane and :s absorbed. Relief Is immediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—doe»
η t produce sneezing. Large S.xe, 50 cents St Drug·

Trial Sue, 10 cents by mail,
gist* or by
i-l.ï H RUT IIΕ lis, 56 Warren Street, New York.
mail ;

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents

Art· the Beet remedy for Colds, Headache and Grippe. They break up a Cold
quickly, move the bowels gently, carrying off fever aud other poisonous matter
frvuu the system. Guaranteed to *cure.
For sale by
emits.
Try them.

selection) to every subOnly 50 cants a year.

own

scriber

NSCALCS^t

tlon» strictly coiiBJeiittiil. Handbook en Patents
Sfiit fr.-e. oldest apeney for securing patents.

Scientific American.

wedding.
My 35, 10. 15. 9. 30 is partakes

A LADIES' MAGAZINE.

A handsomely lllnstrated weekly. I·» re est circulation of «nv «lenilUc Journal. Terms, 95 a
year: four months, $U Sold by all newsdealers.

A fern; beauuiul col or· d plat··: latest
fashion·. dressmaking économie· ; fancy
work; honMbold hint·; Aciloa, <tt Sjbaartb. to-da*. or. send κ for laaeet copy
Lady agent· wanted Sand 1er terms.

8 Co.36'8™*1""· New York
MUNN
Branch Office. S25 Κ St, Washington, D. C.

TOY CHOME,

Seams Allowed tad PerforitleM Λβ»
the Battlee ted Soles Ike·.
Ooly to and tj cent· each—none higher
Ask for them Sold In nearly «vary city
town,

or

by mail

from

THE McCALL CO..
113.115-117 West 31st St, HIW YORK.

WORMS

OuiMTs Greatest Entertainer
Host FascinatiM of all Toys

tit», foal t>nk-ae.o!I>nai»e breath, hard and
fall belly with occasionalgnpineeand paina
a boat th· nati'l. ayaahaaty aad dull ;
itching
f hi'oo» short,dry cough grinding of th·
t.*«·th. starting during ·Ι·>· Ρ .low fever. and
ofteu m children, eonvulaiona.

A TOY GRAPHOPHONE
SM6S M.BSIRY SONGS

PIUS Βλ SO

«.SIC

UPCAIS MO I Ml H 000Si urn mis

Send $1.50 and the TOY will be
delivered expressd^e prepaid.

jlUMBIA Ρ

Key to the
No. 392.—Diamond:
Caper. 4. Cadaver
Reviled. 7. Reset. 8.
No. 393.—Nonsense

tho beet worm remedj made. It haa been la
use suicc 1SÙ1. ie purely vegetable, barm lees
and effectual. Where no wurtus are present
acta as a Tonic, and corrects tha condition
of thu mueou- membrane of the stomach and
bowels. Λ positive cure for Constipation and
Bilioasnesa, and a Talaablo remedy in all
the common complaints of children. Price
Ifc cents. Ask yourdraggist for it.
Ur. J. r. TRI E Jc (<»., Asbers, Me.
SpeeUi treatment fbr Tape Worn.·. »'ree puapbiec
wvvvwvvmwwvwwwwff

Îit

NEW

Wall

Papers
-AT-

GoYernor

Hobbs'

More'Roosevelt

Variety
Store.

Was elected Governor of New

York, fir* by reason
military achievementt, and secondly on account of popular belief In hla personal Integrity
and political soundness.
Every American boy should read the biography
of tbls great American administrator, historian and
,ol<ller. Nowhere la the life ofthla representative
American citizen mora clearly and
authoritatively
of h la

set forth than In the

MEW WERNER

Encyclopaedia

Britannica

It tell· how after graduating from Harvard, be
Studied law, waa a member of the N.Y. Assembly;
President of the U. 9. Civil Servie· Commission.
President of the New York Police Commission;
AMt. Secy, of the Navy; Lieutenant-Colonel and
later Colonel of the "Bough Rldeis," and now
Governer of New York.

It characterizes him η ft thorough scholar, as
Indefatigable uportaman, a typical frontiersman
and a brave leader.
It mentiona the many valuable historical works
he published, how he lead his men at Iaa Quasimas. El Caney, and San Juan Hill.

And this Is only one ont of
4,000 biographies of noted
FOUND IN WO OTHER

ENCYCLOPEDIA j> j» j»
Just now you can get the complete work, delivered free, on payment of One Dollar ($1.00) cash,
balance 1 η email monthly payments.

ΓΚγΓ
F. A.

Oak Bookeftae.

We have many patterns that wi]
paper and border your

fo

room

Mr. J. Ε. H. Towneend. of Townsend
11) JefferBros., carriage manufacturers, of
"We nseil
bod street, Beddeford, Me., «ays:
an<l
onr'
in
family.
I'llls
Doan's Kidney
found them a most valuable remedy. There
on the market
remedies
useless
are so many
that when one Is found which experience
for It, It Is a
proves does what is claimed
I
pleasure to endorse that preparation.
at John BerI'llls
procured Doan's Kidney
and
ry's drug store, under Hotel Thacher,
the satisfactory results obtained warrants
me In making the above statement."
Doan's Kidney Pills sold at all drug
Uufstores; 50 cents. Foster-Mllbnrn Co.,
falo, Ν. Χ.

We Do all Kinds cf....

THE MAJOR'S VENGEANCE.

JOB PRINTING.

Pi0Ll\O

Opportunity.

Hauler.

1. C. 2. Car.
5. Caparison,
Rod. 9. N.

Thomas' Eclectric Oil.

pain.

1-2 to 10 cents

a

roll.

λλΙΛ

«

1-

—

every seat occupied, and an old woman
entered, what would you do? Tommy—
Please, sir, I would pretend I was

sleepin'.

FOR PNEUMONIA.

Dr. C. J. Bishop, Agnew, Mich., says:
"I have used Foley's Honey and Tar in
three very severe cases of pneumonia
Bewith good results in every case."
ware of substitutes.
F. A. Shurtleff &

pain,

*-îj

—

y

Ml

J

UUtt-

est, reputable druggist wffl
give yon a Benson's. He hnowtvL is
the
and
he sesames that
best,
you know H km.
As th· name of Maydole stood for ham mem
the name of Benson stands for
ptsstev·—
the "teal thing." All the medicinal
potenciee thai are valuable Ib a
plaster are in
Benson's. Oapeiotna,
Strengthening and
Belladonna plasters are ont of data.
An army ol physician· and
druggist·, and
million· of the people, have written of
Benson's Plasters es a remedy to be trusted.
Benson's Phstm have

Co.

incomparably

"There's no occasion for you to envy
"I
me," said the prosperous person.
have as many troubles as you." "I dare
say you do, mister," said the tramp.
But the trouble is, I ain't got nothin'
else."

Danville, 111.,

writes: "My
daughter had a severe attack of la
and a terrible cough settled on her
N. Jackson,

ι

Grippe coughs

La

worth

a

often continue for

months, and sometimes lead to fatal

re-

sults after the patient is supposed to
have passed the danger point.
Foley's
Honey and Tar affords positive protecthese
tion and security against
coughs.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
the man of the house in?
but the woman of the
house won't let him come out.

Stranger—Is
Servant—Yes,

get

warm so

that you can do a

Job."—Cha uta uquan.

Bears the

We tried

a

grippe

Thii

êtr-A

lifaatar· i·

on

every box of th·

Bromo-Quinine
cold fa
that cure·

Laxative

geanla·

Frank Treadwell, Bennett, la., was
troubled with kidney disease for two
He writes: "I had taken several
years.
Every housekeeper experiences, from kinds of kidney remedies, but with little
I
time to time,
annoyance in finding benefit. Finally tried Foley's Kidney
I spread the Cure, and a one dollar bottle cured me."
stains on delicate fabrics.

stain on a large platter and wet it with
whatever is best for that kind of stain:
Lemon juice and salt for ink; oxalic
acid for fruit, tea, coffee, etc.; soap and
water and starch for scorch.
I cover
this with a sheet of glass and place it in
thesun, wetting from time to time.
To clean the soiled edges of books,
rub the edges with a rubber ink eraser,
and they will look fresh and new.
A etrong acid, like oxalic acid or vinegar, will remove the coating of oxide
from brass or copper, leaving it bright
and clean.
But if the acid is not immediately washed off it corrodes the metal,
producing copper acetate (verdigris), a
deadly poison. Articles cleaned with
an acid do not remain bright for any
length of time unless they are afterward
rubbed with rottenstone and oil, or
Tripoli and oil.
A crust on the teakettle is generally
caused by lime in the water.
Acid will
dissolve the lime. Try vinegar or dilute
sulphuric acid. When the lime scales off
wash the kettle in plenty of clear water,
then rinse warm soda water.
The acid
most be removed the moment it has
lone its work.
When the drain pipe freezes, I have
frequently found that pouring salt down
iie pipes was one of tf»e beet means of
ihawing the ice. It will hasten matters
j f, in addition, hot woolen clothe be

F. A. Sburtleff & Co.

Mrs. Gaddie—My husband's so slipshod. His buttons are forever coming
off.
Mrs. Goods (severely)—Perhaps
Mrs,
they are not sewed on properly.

Gaddie—That's just it.

careless about his

sewing.

He's awfully

W. D. Yancy, Paducah, Ky., writes:
UI had a severe case of kidney disease,
and three of the best physicians in
southern Kentucky treated me without
sncoess.
I was induced to try Foley's
Kidney Cure. The first bottle gave immediate relief and three bottles cured
me permanently. I gladly recommend
this wonderful remedy." Take no substitute. F. A. Sburtleff <fc Co.
"Is your new rector an agreeable
man?" "Indeed he is—real nice; play·

golf and squash, owns a naphtha launch
and au tommy, and besides, ne isn't a bit
religious."
EXPERIENCE CONVINCES.
See for yourself how quickly Ely's

Cream Balm will cure catarrh or cold in
the head.
We mail trial size for 10c.
Full size 50c. All druggists.
ELT BROS., 56 Warren Street, New

York.

<

Messbs.

Ely

Bbos.—Find enolosed

great many remedies

since." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

ALWAYS

Signature of

He Kind You Hare Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
TMK CKNTAUn COMPANY. TT MURRAY STREET.

son
BURNT

NCW

YORK CITY.

IX

WATER

WOOD,

PL ATI NE

COLORS,

MEDALLIONS

AQUARELLE**,

PHOTOS.

Blue Prints on cloth and made up in Sofa
Glove Cases, Cushions, &o.

Libby,

Miss

Norway, Maine.

-

SLEIGHS !

SLEIGHS !
Of

Pillows,

β*ιρρ11ο·.

Amatour

Every

Zloaorlptlon.

THE MAGIC NUMBER.
Set
A Inneitlon by the Cynle That
the Other· Thinking.

"I often bear of tbe magic number,"
is It?"
said some one. "What number
some
"Why, nine, of course," replied
"There are nine muses, you
one else.
know, and you talk of a nine days'
wonder. Then you bowl at ninepins,

} diss Parloa in Ladies' Home Journal.

Arizona Gold

Mining Co.

better than paint.

are

I

Come and

has arrived.

see

them.

H. P. MILLETT,
CHURCH STREET,

PARIS, MAINE.

SOUTH

GOOD MORNING!
Do you

work easy, make » smooth sur
face, and any one can apply them t(
walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, pan
tries, kitchens and furniture. Man;
The surface is non
beautiful tints.
absorbent and can be kept bright anr
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.

They

J

*

Spring-tooth

good

use a

Quaker Range?

Don't pay fancy priccs when your dealer wll
furnish you "Satsuma Interior Enamels" at tin

same price as ordinary paint.
and a cat bas nine lives."
FREE Color card and our book'et, "How t<
"SevRefurnish the Home Without Buying New Kur
"Nonsense!" broke In another.
nlture."
I
Seventh
Is the magic number.
en
Heath &
Made
Co.,
heaven, don't you know, and all that;
Chicago.
the rainbow, seven
seven colors In
of a Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coricl
days in tbe week, seventh son
Muralo.
Ac.
and Spar Varnish,

Milligan M'f'g

by

five toes on bis foot and be
senses, and"—
"Three Is undoubtedly the magic
number," Interrupted another, "Decausi
Jonaii
people give three cheers, and
and
was Inside a whale three days
three nights, and If at first you don't
try again—three times
succeed,

try,

you see!"
This was received with some con
soulfu
tempt by the company, and a
youth gushed out:
"Two. oh. two is the magic sum
ber—oneself and one other, the adorec

one—Just two!"
A hard featured Individual, who ha(
been listening to tbe conversation bith
here remarked In
erto unmoved,

harsh \olce:
The magic number Is number om
In thia world, and If you want to sue
ceed never forget It"
An Interval of deep thought on tin
part of all followed, after which thuj
went In silently to

Masury's Railroad and Liquid Paints
For sale by

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

NATIVE

ΝΟΓΓΠ PARIS,

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
_

CletxiMi tod bMutinn tha hâlï.
Promote· a laiuriân» frowth.
Waver r&lla to Beetor· Orey
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Curea acalp dura*·* ft hair falling.

In cases of burns or scalds, wher
tbe skin Is unbrol.en, wer the burr
wltb white lead paint glycerin, frest
lard. linseed, olive, sweet or lard oil
If tbe skin Is broken
or soapsuds.
pour a mixture of oil and llmewatci
<dthcr linseed, olive, sweet or lard oil]
In equal parte over the Injury. Tber
place a soft piece of white linen 01
muslin wet with the oil mixture on tb«

wound. "Çben loosely wind a bandagi
over this, removing It from time to
time to wet the linen with tbe oil mix·
ture. Never attempt to uncover tbe In

Samuel Richards,
Watchmaker and

Expert

Practical

Optician.

SOUTH PART<,

:I-jl
a

ALL TRIMMED HATS AND BONNETS
AT GREAT REDUCTION.

bollology,
stltchology. darnology, patchology and
general domeetlcology. Now, put on
your apron and pluck that chicken/'
ough

cowse In roastology,

Dafortvaatdr.

They were driving together when
Miss Rocks, unsolicited, gurgled forth
her views upon matrimony. "Love la
a dreary desert," she said, "and marriage an oasis," whereupon Mr. Shy-

ly remarked
quire a deal

Sovereign

abused,

and
follows.

TRUE "L. F." ATWCOO'S BITTERS
reorganize the system and
restore

you

35 cents

to

a

health.

bottle.

On

PURE REFINED
PARAFFINE

Will keep them absolutely montur* and
add proof. Pure Beflaed Paraffine la alao
uaeful in a doxen other ways about the
boue. Full direction» In each packa«e.
Hold everywhere.

STANDARD OIL CO.

goods before purchasing

South. Paris,

—

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of an;
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

Plaining, Sawing and Job Work
Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.

E. W.
West Sumner

CHANDLER,

Mains

Maine.

Kor slxtv years the NEW-YOBK WEEKLY TRIBUNE has
been a national wceklv ni wnuaper, re.id almost entirely by farmers, an has enjoyeil the confidence and support of the American
people to a degree never attained by any similar publication.

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER

The drat
U made absolutely· for farmers and their families.
number wan lssueu Nov. 7th, 1901.
Every department of agricultural Industry 1* covered by sDeclal
contributors who arc leader* In their respective lines, and the
THIIUJNE ΚΛ It M Kit will be In every sense, a high class, opto

date, live, enterprising agricultural paper, profusely Illustrated
with pictures of live stock, model farm bullulngs and homes, agricultural machinery, etc.
farmers' wives, hods and daughters will And special pagea for
their eutertalnment.
I tegular price, |1 00 per year, but you can buy It with your
favorite home weekly new-paper, TfiE OXFORD I) M OCR AT,
one year for $i 00.
Send your subscriptions and money to THE OXFORD DEM.
OCRAT, South Paris, Me.

OLD
PAPER

Send your name and addreaa to the NEW-YORK
frss
Till It (λ Κ ΚΑ It η Kit, New-York City, and a
sample copy will be mailed to yon-

Bears the

Signature
of

Accident Insurance.
If you have not

an

^

ACCIDENT INSURANCE POLICY,

why not call at the office of

W. J. Wheeler &

Also Window & Door Frames,
If Id want of any kind of Finish for Inside oi
Outside work, send In your orders Pine Lutn
ber and Shingles on band Cheap for Cash.

—

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER.

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
Thi Kind You Have Alwajs Bought
E. W.

elsewhere.

Mrs. E. A. Howe,

NEW

Jellies

preserves and pickles, spread
» thin cofttlnf of

A Good Ram·.

A man should not lose his temper
cftener than once in ten years, and a
politician never.—Atchison Globe.

over our

A

eler.

Press.

Look

indigestion

that "certainly It did reof sand."—Boston Trav-

Tees—Oh, yes, she married a man
with a highly honored name.
I never considered
Jess—What!
Scadda a highly honored name.
Teas Well, you sheuld see the way
tfa honored at the bank.—Philadelphia

Our Usual Line of Handkerchiefs and Novelties.

rebel, when abused, and war folΛ man's stomach rebels,
lows.

when

week a>

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

Subjects

of

a

Millinery Sale!

Jury.

The Finishing Touche·.
A girl who had been very clever al
college came home the other day and
■aid to her mother:
"Mother. I've graduated, bat now I
muet Inform myself In psychology, phi·
lology, bibll"—
"Just wait a minute," said the moth1 have arranged for yon a thorer.

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

«)Cjand^^0^^>ru||l^^^

supper.—Pearson's.

Barn· and Scald·.

50 cents, for which please send me your
vrapped around the pipes.
To destroy moths In stuffed birds take Cream Balm.
I find your remedy the
without giving relief. She tried Foley's l he birds outdoors and saturate them quickest and most
The first Sunday paper In this counpermanent cure for
Honey and Tar, which cured her. She rith naphtha. Keep them in the open: colds in the head, catarrh, etc. Yours try was The Sunday Courier, begun al
has never been troubled with a cough j kir until the naphtha is evaporated.—
truly, Dbll Μ. Pottkk, Gen. Mgr. Hew York In 182&

flfty-ΙΙτβ kigAmt lungs.
snbettate.

Quid·toSystematicKmlllf amardê.
Aooept no
Freight chargeaprapaU.
For sale by all druggists, or we will
pr^
Foa SALS BT
pay postage on any η amber ordered in tb·
United State·, on
at 15a each,
receipt
Shurtleff 4 Co.
ieabury A Johnson. M£e. Chemists. Η. I

THE

Teacher (instructing class on manners)
—Now, Willie Brown, for example, if
you were sitting in an electric car,

make a 'pretty good
hammer,' I make the
beet hammer that ever «mu
Every carpenter who taw amadf."
Maydole hammer wanted one.
It va» of the beet material, perfectly balanced, and the head
never flew off.
Hammen were divided into
two dawe—1st,
Maydole'e; M, all the net.
Piaster* are separated
the same line
of cleavage{ let. Paeon'sby
Ferons Plaster;
2d, all the cast Wbsr. for rhemmatic

An ounce of cheerfulness is
of sadness.—Fuller.

pound

Not Journal.
Dr.
THINGS TO REMEMBER.
Monarch over

Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay.
Price 25 cents. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

(Benson's Plaster it Pain's Master.)

Demick, Somerville, Ind.
"I spent $1,000 and could get nothing
to help me until I tried Kodol DyspepI have taken a few bottles
sia Cure.
and am entirely well."

β.

a

When Mar dole «m told that he mad· "s
pretty good hammer," he «aid, "No, I dont

m.

their sorrow the résulté of the careless
draining of vegetables into the open
sink, and consequent plumber's bill for
repairing choked drain pipes, on expenditure which might easily be avoided
by the use of such a simple contrivance
as this.

3.

COUGH
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
STOPS

MAYDOLE'S HAMMER.

my
says E.

time,"

You should know that Foley's Honey
seventh son—great fellow—and"—
and Tar ie absolutely the best for all
"Tush, tush!" remarked a third.
on
a
stand
that
it
fashioned
Dealmay
diseases of the throat and lungs.
the number you mean. A
oi
"Five's
metal base or be clamped to the side
ers are authorized to guarantee it to
the sink.
Many housewives know to give satisfaction. F. A. Shurtleff & Co. man has five fingers on bis band and
has five

"Here, waiter, there's a piece of wood
in my dessert."
That's all right, sir.
It's cabinet pudding.

Thousands of rolls fronr

CASTORIA

GENUINE

Atwood & Forbes, South Pari*.

the Reporter Who
M«KlaIey
Peralatently Assailed Him.
and

so

Impossible to foresee an accident.
impossible to be prepared for it.

50 cents.

12

gether,

·μ day
m
Ui iMMdy
CARE OF HARDWOOD FLOORS.
Πβ—I asked your father's consent by
If one only knows how, nothing is
Rhymes: Cap, ca- easier than the care of a well-finished telephone. She—What was his answer
Bush, bushel. Chap, floor. Water should never be ueed on a He—He said: I don't know who you are,
per. Tap, taper.
but it's all right.
chapel. Din, dinner. Sin, siuner. Ten. waxed floor.
The less water used on
tender. Fen. fender.
floor the better.
any
CHILD WORTH MILLIONS.
Nb. 394.—Enigma: Bark.
Painted, varnished and oiled floor*
child is worth millions to me,"
No. 395.—Beheadment: Trice, rie·.
'My
with
crude
be
cleaned
petroleum. says Mrs. Mary Bird of Harrisburg, Pa.,
may
Trap, rap.
and
a
woolen
cloth
in
the
Dip
petroleum
No. 396.—Charade: Ivy (IV).
'yet I would have lost her by croup had
rub the boards with it.
I not purchased a bottle of One Minute
No. 397.—A Christmas Star:
When the entire floor has been cleaned
Sure Icure for coughs,
Cure."
in this manner close the room for a few Cough
and throat and lung troubles.
hours.
Cover an old floor-brush with a croup
safe. Acts immediately.
piece of clean woolen cloth and rub the Absolutely
floor hard. This will remove any superr
Tramp—Please, mum, I haven't a
1
A
fluous oil, and polish the floor.
Housefriend or relative in the world.
Occasionally add half a pint of parΟ
L
I'm glad there is no one
keeper—Well,
affine oil to each quart of petroleum.
A
to worry over you in case you get hurt.
0
This will keep the floor in line condiHere, Tige!
tion.
Ο
Β
C
It is moet important that every parA
Ε G Α Β
ticle of superfluous oil shall be removed
Important to Mother·.
κ
ο
in the manner I have indicated.
If this
carefully evsiy bottle of CA8TORIA,
is neglected many times the oil will hold aaafeaad tor·
ο τ
renedy for Infanta sod children,
the dust and you will soon have a dark,
sad sm that It
I
C
dingy floor.
Painted, varnished and oiled floors can Bans the
No. 898.—Christmas Tree ΡμΛ: 1.
Black silk drees. 2. Knitted shawL S. be wiped with a cloth which has been Signature of
This will remove
8. wrung out of water.
4. Calendar.
Gold headed cane.
Za XJm Jot Ow SO Yearn
Dr»> :ne jcown. β. Necktie. 7. Work- the dust, but will not add to the lustre.
Tt» Kind Tea Bin Always Bought
with
a
should
be
dusted
Waxed
floors
1ÛL
Box
of
9.
box. 8. Umbrella.
cigars.
La ai μ. 11. Set of furs. 12. Gloves. IS. soft cloth or dust mop. To remove dirt
Chair. 14. Fountaiu pen. 15. Gold ring. spots from such floors, wipe them well
Sniffiy—I eay, guv'nor, you're prewith a cloth which has been dampened
16. Watch. 17. Drum. 18. Sled.
dicting rather a measly future for me.
This will remove the
No. 399.—Poets: Postern.
Postpone. with turpentine.
Phrenologiet—Well, what do you expect
wax, and it will then be necessary to go for 25 cents?
Postscript.
Spring another quarter
over the spots with a cloth slightly and I'll
I
make it better.
Flatulence Is cured by Beechàm's Pills.
moistened with wax.—Ladies' Home

ta

164 Tremont St., BOSTON.

soap.

Blithely ring, oh, Christmas beQs!
Trouble fades aud comfort wells
High in every heart that feels.
All your melody reveals.
Calling o'er the mountain's crest
Falling on the river's breast.
Joy and peace your voice foretells.
Blithely ring, oh, Christmas bellst

Hundred* of Children and adult» have worms
but are treated for other diseases. Tho symptom· arv -indigcatiou, with a variable appé-

children there should also be

of

Boil the soda and the soap toand add the whiting and potash;
when cold lay it thick over the marble
and leave it on all night or longer;
then wash it off with soap and water.
This will remove stains.
Mo. 405.—State Capital*.
A medical journal tells how a saucerTell the right uame and the name of
full of shaved ice may be kept in a sick
the state.
room through a day and night if need be,
1. Small bowlder.
2. Indiun tribe.
ΐ even with a fire in the room. Put the
saucer holding the ice in a soup plate
3. A fabled bird.
ard cover with another; then place the
4. An Elizabethan courtier.
6. A martyr president
soap plate thus arranged on a good
6. A New Testament hero.
heavy pillow, and cover it with another
·.
7. The gem of the ocean.
pillow, pressing the pillows so that the
L..
8. A red stick.
plates are completely imbedded in them.
j
The paragraph adds that one of the best
9. An English female novelist.
ice-shavers is an old jack-plane set deep.
10. A Roman empress.
It should be turned bottom upward, and
11. Harmony.
the ice moved backward and forward
12. A great discoverer.
over the cutter.
A valuable kitchen requisite is a vegChrtatma· Bell·.
etable strainer made of enamel ware and

AN

*

They had found borax. The mine
sold for $20,000, and Winters took
bis Rosle to a ranch In Nevada.

was

bad

Kidney and Bladder troubles.

Spading

food.

404.—Trlaniçle.
1. Fertaining to α certain style
architecture.
2. A vegetable.
«
3. Fastened.
4. A tray for mortar.
5. A preposition.
6. A letter.

M- CALLLifitk
^BAZAR
•PATIIRNs,W
and

of

Mo.

Stylish, Reliable, Simple, Up-todate, Economical and Abaolateljr
Perfect-Fitting Paper Patterne.

ΤΈ3ΖΕΖ

An

Ich!"

a

promptly—cure all

mi Tools and Fertilizers.

son's works.
My 25. 21, 3, 17, 28 is a woman mentioned in the Bible.
My 14. 23, IS, 7, 34, 12 is a kind of

MAGAZINE!

Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive

lytdiil nntic*, without chante, lu the

pyvpr

to the subhand, then
voice: "She
rich! We're

Relieve the aches of

Ivers & Pond c„T

No. 403.—Manierai Enlfma.
I am composed of thirty-five letters and
form a quotation from "The Princess."
My 33, 13. 29, 8, 22, 31. 5, 33, 10, 4 ia
an American poet.
Mj 1, 21). 27. 26, 11 is an English poet
My 2. 32, 20, 24, 19, 6 is oue of Emer-

A FREE PATTERN
(▼our

Designs
Copyrights Ac.
Anvone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain «.or opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communie·,

men

all that?
Winters held the blaze
stance with a trembling
shouted at the top of his
burns green, Rosle! We're

PareCastoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil,
It is Pleasant. It
and
Syrups.
Soothing
goric, Drops
Narcotic
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other
Worms
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys
and Wind
Diarrhoea
cures
It
Feverishness.
and allays
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
the
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates
natural
and
sleep.
healthy
Stomach and Bowels, giving
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

Kidney Pills

Doan's
back

What is CASTORIA

a
solution of dextrin, 2 parts; zinc
thus described:
Terrible plagues, those itching, pesvitriol, 8 parte; bitter salt, 3 parte, and
He had not gone far when be beard
Put an end
water 20 parts.
tering diseases of the skin.
114-116 Boylston St., Boston.
that
cough and knew that tbe reporter
For removing old paint or varnish to misery. Doan's Ointment cures. At
was riding with tbe driver on tbe exWe are headquarters for
coats, the Deutsche Maler Zeitung rec- any drug store.
posed seat. The major called to the
ommends a salve made of barrel soap,
down
"Get
and
to
alighted.
driver
stop
5 parts; potassium hydrate, 3 1-2 parte,
Gratitude is the music of the ! heart.—
off that seat young man," he said. The
and potassium silicate, 1 part.
Robert South.
for
Newspapers are recommended as plant
reporter obeyed, thinking the time
We can show you nome of the best swivel anil
come.
HAS MANY VIRTUES.
vengeance bad
They
the major's
protectors in uncertain weather.
land side plows In the market, both in eteel ami
exclude a certain amount of frost.
off
wood beams. We have
For cuts, burns and bruises DeWitt's "Here," said Mr. McKinley. taking
The following is given as the best Witch Hazel Salve is
Draws his overcoat "you put on this overcoat
unequalled.
Harand
Disc,
method of keeping white marble perout the fire, stops the pain, soon heals and get into that carriage."
of
In
the
Corn Planters, Cultivators, iic.
fectly pure:
weekly cleaning
the wound. Beware of dangerous coun"But Major McKinley," eald the re- rows,
the room dip a well-soaked flannel into
are also agents for the
terfeits. Sure cure for piles.
I
We
who
know
dou't
porter, "I guess you
powdered whiting, nib the white marble
whole
Walter A. Wood Harvesting Mach'nery.
am. I bpve been with you the
with it until it forms a good lather;
Cheerfulness ie the best promoter of
It to you every time I We have In stock three full c<ir loads of Fer
wash it off with warm water and then
giving
campaign,
health.—Addison.
of the leading brands.
over tonight I tlllzers. We carry four
In addition twice a
dry thoroughly.
you spoke, and I am going
Λ Sou,
Walker
W.
A.
I
can."
if
year apply this mixture: 11 pounds of
to
to
pieces
rip you
A PROFITABLE INVESTMENT.
Main·,
soda, 2 pounds of whiting, 2 ounces of
Mr. McKinley, "but South Pari·,
said
"I
know,"
UI was troubled for about seven years
Mar. 11,1901.
and
potash and 1-4 pound of scraped yellow with
stomach and in bed half my vou put on this coat and get inside

Guarded by more than one "iron dog"
Bums the ever famous great

Pond;

F. A. Shurtleff A Co.; A. Dudley, Bryanfe
Orln Stevens. Oxford.

I KADL IVIAKR»

are

cer-

tain test chemicals, wbicb when combined with borax and Ignited would
produce a green flame.
Having procured a piece »f the substance which be believed to be borax.
Winters and his wife waited for nightfall to make the test How would It
For years the.v had lived like Plutes
on the desert, entirely without luxuries
and often wanting for the very necessities of life. Would the match change

Allow no one to decci ve you in this.

but
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good "are
the health of
Experiments that trifle with and endanger
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiments

Constant backacheTired all the time.
Nerves on edge.
Distressing Urinary troublée.
Hard to keep np
With any Kidney ilia*

pre-

burn?

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought, and which haa been
In use for over 30 years, has borne the eignatnre of
and has been made nnder his personal supervision since its infancy.

·.

quickly.

ltorsver there

Accordingly
gether to make the search, having
viously provided themselves with

Can't Stand It

During one of his congressional campaigns Major McKinley was followed
to place by a reporter for a
| from place
Is
paper of opposite political faith, who
"I are to happy," she cried, "because
described as being one of those
1"
Touight I s'all see dear
Chapped hands, cracked hands and "shrewd, persistent fellows who are alas applicable now as then; so does hisCan we send you description and priccs
roughness of the skin cured quickly by ways at work, quick to see an opporWho tills your stocking, my little lass,
tory repeat itself.
Banner Salve, the most healing ointand skilled In making tbe most of little-used and second-hand pianos
?
If it is not good
tunity
F. A. Shurtleff &
ment in the world.
have for sale to-day ? We have
of It." While Mr. McKinley was an- which we
USEFUL TO KNOW.
or seventy-five of these ranging
Co.
Now John must make another jingle
fifty
to
the
misrepresentation
noyed b.v
To mend celluloid articles, make a
from $50 for a reliable square piano that
In honor of our old
cement of 1 part camphor dissolved in 4
To learn obeying is the fundamental Which be was almost dally subjected,
to bring 1J100 or §150, excellent
ought
and
skill
the
an
which
add
of
to
n#t
admiring
he could
help
alcohol,
equal art of governing.—Carlyle.
parts
On a sour gum tree I saw it grow,
for beginners, up to $200, §250 and $300
the
cement
assailamount
of
shellac.
was
be
which
Apply
A bunch like the Druid'·
Economical
persistency with
for a desirable upright.
DON'T LIVE TOGETHER.
hot and keep the parts pressed together
ed. His admiration, too, was not un- buyers should have our bargain list.
until cool.
The very best time for games and playa
Constipation and health never go to- mixed with compassion, fo»- the re- Whatever price you can pay we have a
Is the week of Christmas
DeWitt's Little Early Risers
Ink lozenges, which, when dissolved gether.
was 111, poorly clad and had an
piano to fit it which we will fully warin water furnish a serviceable ink, are promote easy action of the bowels with- porter
One night Mr. Mc- rant. We rent pianos till the accumucough.
Always a beautiful Christmas scene
annoying
Are eafe, sure,
made of Campeachy wood extract, mu- outgriping or distress.
for them. Call at our
lated rent
Is the room wall decked with
Kinley took a closed carriage for a near- warerooms pays
cilage and alum, or of compressed black gentle, thorough. Purely vegetable.
if possible. Bargain list and
was announced to
he
Hthich
at
town
by
full information mailed free. Write us
For presents sleds, books, skates, ring· aniline substance.
A convenient method of making winTruth lies as at the bottom of the speak. Th* weather was wretchedly
and drums;
to-day.
Is
followed
dow panes opaque is to paint them with well.—Old Proverb.
raw and cold, and what
For dessert a pudding full of
Rhyme·.
Supply the blanks by inserting something connected with Christmas.
Mo. 403.—Chrtatmaa

MAINE.

NORWAY,

El)*9 Cream Balm

Wat-1

Nine words are represented in this pustie from St. Nicholas. When these have
bevn rightly guessed and written one below another, the centrals will spell a very
familiar word.

up stock.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

In all lie erases there
should be cleanliness.

well-grown cliild of three
her skirts only to the bend

years commonly supposed to be possible to
of the contract a
marriage with the least
knees, and before that age the skirts are trouble, and in South Africa marriages
care
shoe
worn only to the
being can be obtained more expeditiously than
tops,
taken that they are not made long anywhere in the world,
twenty-four
not
the
to
always steady hours' desertion being sufficient cause
trip
enough
to
three
From
small
child.
of
the
steps
on which to bring suit.
fourteen years the skirts are lengthened
Two million Americans suffer the toran inch every two years, until at sixteen
the almost grown school girl has her turing pangs of dyspepsia. No need to.
At any
round skirt of even length to cover her Burdock Blood Bitters cures.
shoetops. If a girl is very tall and drug store.
slender her skirt is made to reach her inIf a man throws a black rock into the
The height of a girl should be
step.
Red Sea, what will it be? Wet.
considered as well as her age.
It is rumored that not in the very disIF BANNER SALVE
tant future the present long waists may
give place to the short-waisted bodices doesn't cure your piles, your money I
of
the
last
of the beginning
century. will be returned. It is the most healing j
Possibly it may be so, for in other re- medicine. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
to
be
the
fashions
seem
harking
spects
back to that date.
This extract from
Love makes obedience easy.—S.
the Lady's Magazine, the fashion paper
of those days, tallies with fashions
of to-day: "Ostrich feathers of all colors
"Little Colds" neglected—thousands
Dr.
are universal.
Pelisses and spencers of of lives sacrificed every year.
The
velvet and cloth are much worn.
Wood's Norway Pine Syrup cures little
most favorite colors for them are dark colds—cures big colds too, down to the
green, sky blue and black; the military very verge of consumption.
For unfronts are generally adopted.
The education of the will is the object
dress silver grey muffs and tippets are
Such a of our existence.—Emerson.
worn ; for dress, swan down."
paragraph, dated just 100 years ago, is

Carpets

Wool

Nasal
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so

wears

stores.
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the gown.

A LOW PRICE
—

the DlMOTerr of Borax In Dmtt
Valley by Aaron Winter·.
The
times
all
at
greatest dtecovery of borax In
be
should
stitution
How apt are the United States was made In the terdesire.
individual
greatest
we to neglect our own health, and allow ribly hot region known as Death valin
our arch enemy—Disease, to creep
ley and In a most romantic way. The
and break down all our fortifications Chicago Record tells the story.
and put our health to an ignominious
In 1880 Aaron Winters lived with bis
rout
Rosie, in a gulch known as Ash
wife,
sickfor
In times of health prepare
not far from the mouth of
Meadows,
most
and
the
One of
ness.
greatest
He was so fond of
effective means of fighting the ravages Death valley.
of Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, LaGrippè his wife that be would not allow her to
and all Throat and Lung troubles is be long absent from him, although
found in Bauer's Instant Cough Cure. their little but on the side of the mounIt wins the battle every time. It is sold tain was a hundred miles from the
under a guarantee to cure that cough or nearest
neighbor, in a wild, ragged,
your money refnnded.
forsaken country.
The wonderful sale of Bauer's Instant
One day a desert tramp came along
Cough Cure is proof positive that it
Get a sample bottle, and spent the night at the Winter·
does the work.
from the following druggists: F. A. borne. He told the hunter about the
Shurtleff & Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's borax deposits of Nevada. When be
Pond; Orin Stevens, Oxford.
went away, Winters thought that be
seen deposits of the same kind on
bad
Dnsty Daniel—Dey say dat Homeless bis
Into Death valley.
explorations
Cinder
Harry is a very modest man.
be and bis wife went tomodest

Charley—Modest? Why, he's
dat he won't sleep in a yard where
of
suits
Eton
and
suits
sailor
Serge
j dere'e undressed lumber.
cloth, covert serge or serge continue to
be worn by young girls.
Scotland is the country where it is
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rival.
10 cents and 25 cents, at all drug
Annual sale i.OOO.OUO boxes.
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Beecham'a Pills have for many years been the 4
medicine wherever the English 4 |
popular family
language is spoken, and they now stand without
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Reasonable Prices.

...
luxury of traveling.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
J. r. L1SCOM B, General Manager.
T. M. Bartlett, Agent.

Ko.

yoke,

Buch a way as to make panels down each
side of the vest. The cuffs are trimmed
with them. The foot of the skirt has an
embroidery in French knots.
The buckle and the chou are two or□amente that appear upon everything.
The gown without its chou is hard to
And, and upon most gowns there are
from one to a dozen used in various
as
ways. The belt chou is a necessity,
it is ornamental and serves as a vehicle
for the handsome buckles of the season.
The stock chou is also something to
be courted in the scheme of pretty
dressing, for it is so very becoming. If
a set of three choux be placed upon the
etock, upon the bust and at the belt, the
whole connected by bands of ribbon,
there is certain to be a pretty finish to

tirjiif Sato of any Ratant ModicJm im tho World. Thtm horn boom

■A.T-

The staunch anil elepint eteamere, "Got.
leave
Din « ley" and "lîav State" alternately
Franklin Wharf, rorttand, an«l India Wharf,
.tally, Sunday » excepted.
Boston. at 7.iv Ρ Μ
These steamers meet every demand of modern
service In safety, speed, comfort and

FASHION NOTES.
The French knot is a popular kind of
trimming. Tiny French knots trim the
and are used in
collar and the

Peace with all nations is

Co., IÎm®

very email. $1000, five dollar·
year. $2000. ten dollars weekly
indemnity, costs $10 per year in preferred olass. It insur·*
against aooidents of all classes and pays indemnity for fatal or
non-fatal injury caused by any accident and sickness. Send for

get one? The cost is
weekly indemnity, costs $5 per
and

oiroular and get rates.

W, J. WHBELBR A 00.

